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The County Aid program was The Fiscal Court applied for a
discussed extensively at the grant of $7,000.00 for funds to
-WASHINGTON (UPI)
By DAVID HILL
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Nixon his way on the Supreme when the Senate confirmed reservations for distant lands,
graders will be featured, plus Vietnamese antiaircraft battery from the jungle by rescue Education at Murray State
Court, the Vietnam War and William H. Rehnquist as a including a trip to the South
outstanding solists from this firing Soviet-built missiles shot aircraft. The other crewman, University.
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slightly warmer. Highs today cut Communist truck traffic to support battled fresh North Department of Labor '
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Ten Years Ago Today
LADDER a TUBBS PILE

Reuben Carla, was killed by a stogie shot here on December 9.
Two persons have been charged by local authorities
Mrs.Betty White,age 16,died December Sat her home oo Hazel
Route Two. Her husband,Sam White, died October 21, 1961_
Phil Houscleia, 4-H Club member from New Concord, won the
. Burley Tobacco judging contest held at Paducah.
Jim Jennings hit for 29 pants for Murray State Thoroughbreds
as they defeated the Arkansas State Indians Le to 7'7.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER. I TINLIS FILE

L B. Wilkersoo at Murray Route Five was struck by a ha an,
run driver last night as he and his wife were returrung home from
a visitartth neighbors. He suffered a broken arm
Price Doyle, head of the Murray State College Fine Arts
Department. was re-elected president of the National Association
of Schools of Music for the 4th consecutive year at the convention
held in Cincinnati, Ohio.
. Benny Purcell hit for 22 points for Murray State as they con, tinned their mbroken winning streak by defeating Evansville 12
to 911.
"Riley's has some nice decorations in the window. Mrs Arthur
Haarlem' did a", from the column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LUKAS.• TIMES DILI

First Lt Robert McElrath, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
McElratti. so far as is known, as the first Calloway County
prisoner of war captured by the Japanese after their attack on
Pearl Harbor on December 7. McElrath was serving on the ship,
The Wake, on patrol duty in the Yenta River, Shanghai. No local
deaths of service men have been received here as yet, but many
local awn are an the danger zones.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Helen Bailey Armstraog,age 74, Mrs.
Oriena Steely, age 79. Dr. John Campbell, Mrs. John Ladd of
Alms and Wirufred Hart.
Forty local draftees will leave Murtay December 13 for
Paducah to take their final Army utaisicel exanunations, according to Mrs. Mary Neale of the local draft board
Mias Helen Elizabeth Maiden and Smauel R. Dodson. Jr . were
married on November 30 at Etrutel. Va.

Bible Thought for Today
Delight bow goad and hoe pleasant Ills for brethren to dwell
together in smity.-Psalm 1.33.1.
Before there can be any true unity there must be a certain
sense of brotherhood

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
When people in the arts, politics, economics and
education make noises like they are tub-thumping
for immortality, somebody ought to remind them
that in-order to become immortal you gotta be dead.
"If only we could sleep off death on the
installment plan."
—"Unkempt Thoughts"

ANOTHF-12 MOUTH TO FEED

SUBSTANTIAL PROBLEM

Soviets Seek Trade Links
Now, it would seem, the Kremlin is
After years of Otiai)oring of the
capitalistic system with a heavy hand satisfied that it has strategic military
the Soviet government has seem- superiority and enough momentum to
ingly cut across t h e grain of its maintain it. Also, it is apparently
own ideology to urge expanded trade time to respond to the pressure from
Soviet consumers for a few of the
with the United States of America.
No less a VIP than Premier Alexei better things of life.
Moscow's change in direction poses
Kosygin has issued an appeal to the
United States to develop "important" a substantial problem for the United
trade links with Russia. Also, the States. The sale of $136 million in
warm reception given Secretary of corn, for example, was greeted with
Commerce Maurice Stans by the So- acclaim by economically depressed
viet economic hierarchy is another in- American farmers who had raised a
dication of the Russian desire to tap record crop of the grain this year.
our technology and economic re- Business is applaudirig the Commerce
Dapaeurnamt-lor Histaing nearly Si bit-ci.ources.
-„*Undoubtedly. the Soviet decision to lion in "non-irtrategic" trade permits
turn openly to the United States with Russia. Even labor appears to
caused many agonizing hours for its be willing to load American goods in
leadership. In itself the bid for trade foreign ships , sailing to the Soviet
with the capitalists has to be looked Union. In some respects this is a reon by the average Russian as an ad- flection that economic distress can almission of failure for the Soviet sys- ter national policy, and not necestem. Certainly it was not easy for the sarily for the good.
Non-strategic though they may be,
Kremlin to admit to its own people
that they must turn to an "enemy" by definition. U.S. grain can still feed
for their basic food supplies as well Russian Soldiers, American trucks
can transport communist war mateas for consumer goods.
than
More
anything the Soviet bid rials and American loans can finance
for trade is a commentary on the Soviet imperialism. Plainly there is
focus of their policy. After all, the So- risk involved in what we are doing.
Even so, business speaks a lanviet spac* program, its sophisticated
missiles and modern Soviet warships guage that often ignores ideologies,
on all oceans of the world are testi- as the current Soviet trade overtures
monial enough to the fact that Russia exhibit. The United States probably is
really does not lack the technology or justified in pursuing this commuthe industrial capacity to build trucks nication channel in the interests of
and electronic components, and the peace, so long as we remember that
other things that it seeks to buy from the Russians are not trading with us
capitalist -nations." The fact is, how- out of any sense of friendship or alever, they do not have those items. truism. Out only in their own self inhaving put their total effort into the terest.
This alkr, is a good policy for us.
hardware of war

Chances Are Getting Better For
A White Christmas For Kentucky finstitutes Would Teach To Stay Well

The Almanac

By United Press International
Today is Saturday. Oct. 11,
the 345th day of 1971.
The moon is between as last
and new phase.
quarter
By Anthony Harrigan
The morning star is Jupiter
incJr4t viCt pittsiot.,
The evening stars are Saturn,
Mars and Mercury.
Venus,
" Southern States Industrial Council
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Sagittarius.
PROGRESS IN GREECE
Mayor Fiorella La Guardia of
New York City was born Dec.
ATHENS, Greece At the end of World War 11, when other
11, 12.
European countries were enjoying peace and freedom from
On this day in history.
totalitarian rule, the Greeks were fighting for their national inIn 1907 President Theodore
dependence against communist forces in their midst. Battles
raged in Athens. The Russians had reason to hope that Greece Roosevelt announced he would
not be a candidate for another
would be conquered from within. Today, the trained eye can
term.
detect the lasting effects of mortar shells on the Acropolis. And
1930 effects of the
In
the long-term effects of that terrible time of civil war are still
depression began to spread an,
visible in the life of the Greek nation as it celebrates its 150 years
New York City where the Bank
of independence.
One can't cornerehend the current political system in Greece- of the United States, including
60 branches, closed its doors.
and the external attacks on the Greek government-without an
In 1936 Britain's King Edunderstanding of the expenence of the Greeks at the hands of the
comeamisi forces The cost in suffering was worse during the ward VIII abdicated his throne
communist guerrilla war than during the brutal Nazi occupation.
to marry American divorcee
Wallis Warfield Simpson.-- After 1965, it seemed to many Greeks that the nightmare of the
1940's would be repeated, that a left-leaning parlimentary regime
In 1941, four days after
Japan's sneak attack on Pearl
would be a Trojan horse for communist conquest. That's why the
Greek army took power on April 21, 1967.
Harbor, Congress declared war
Today, the so-called colonels' regime, headed by Prime
on Germany and Italy, the two
Minister George Padadopoulos, is firmly in control of the country.
other Axis powers_
The leftist opposition is in exile or in prison.
It is not easy to place a label on the type of government Greece
A thought for today: British
has today. Left-libsral forces in Europe and the United States
novelist Elizabeth Gaskell said,
describe it as a dictatorship. In my judgment, that isn't an ac"I'll not listen to reason ,
curate description. I have traveled in dictatorships such as Cuba
reason always means what
: under Castro and the Dominican Republic under Trujillo. Greece
some one else has got to say
doesn't belong in that category. A considerable measure of
MUSIC IS PRESERVED
political opposition is voiced in private conversation and in the
South Africa
PRETORIA.
state
totalitarian
a
of
trappings
the
of
free
is
press. The country
cendocumentation
A
AP
I
governcurrent
and other evidence of repression. In short, the
ter for music where South Afriment in peculiarly Greek in character.
can works will be collected and
The government has embarked on a major attempt at national
preserved has been established
institutions
new
reconstruction. It intends to stay in power until
by the Human Sciences Reare fully established. The government is confident that it has the
search Council here
support of the people, but it won't return to a formi of
parliamentarianism that involved corrupt patronage and factionalism.
I have visited Greece several times since 1962. My previous
visits to the country give me a basis for comparison. I am
tremendously impressed by the advances in industrialization and
dults 1.50-Children 75
the increase in prosperity. Greeks in and out of the cities look
well-dressed. There's much new construction. The streets are
Ends Tonite
full of new automobiles and trucks. If there is bitterness or
at 7:30 Only
demeanor
the
in
apparent
Mama
government,
the
of
resentment
of the people. They are hard at work, enjoying life and pleased
'WEST SIDE STORY" 's
with the stability.
For many Americans and Europeans, the closing down of
'
LATE SHOW!
parliamentary government is shocking. But Greeks view things
differently. The ordinary Greek is aware that the old Parliament
Tonite 1 1 :30 • rn
wasn't truly democratic but the creature of powerful factions.
Moreover, the ordinary Greek in the years before 1967 had little
chance at preferment unless be enjoyed influential connections.
The new government has achieved a new measure of democracy
of opportunity. It has blunted the patronage system embedded in
the national life.
Americans need to look at Greece in the perspective of modern
Greek history. the character of the people and in the nature of U.
S. interests Many abrupt cnanges have. taken place in the
country's government over the years. Kings have come and gale
and been asked back. There have been parliamentary regimes
ua IPICTI MP,1111, Uri 4,111
SLIM MITI Of MOAT.
'
and military regimes. The coup d'etat has become an accepted
-111iiell =Ng 111112•11C. UJOILATIG1
constitutional device. In 1947, Osbert Lancaster, the British
A
AXES PRODUCT oOr.
journalist, wrote of Greece: "When a government has exhausted
-niennimeass
the patience of the country, it is as often as not removed from
office not by the ballot box but the coup d'etat, and for many years
Sun.-Mon.-Tue
the technique has remained unchanged."
It would be folly for the United States to intervene in Greece's
political processes or to try to injure the current government. The
Greek people seem satisfied with the colonels, who are economicminded rather than martial in outlook. For the first time in
decades, the country: is being soundly organized and managed.
/0
1
The economic growth rate is second only to that of Japan. Greece
is beginning to catch up with the more advanced countries of
Western Europe. The country is rich in ties to the United States.
0DO
6
Many of the current ministers received part of their education in
the United States. The Bank of Greece is determined to retain
faith in the U.S. dollar-a rare thing these days.
•--4
This doesn't mean the U. S. government or public has to like
everything done by the Greek government. But then, what
government meets that test' In the main, the new leaders are
AV?
doing a first-class job for their people, laying the economic
PIE *RID
foundations for a better life. Furthermore, the colonels don't
that
clear
made
have
The
forever.
power
IN 80 DAYS'
in
intend to remain
they will step down when a new, stable system is devised to
Dawi n Cantinfias
replace the old parliamentary system that failed to work in terms
RAtert.Newton Shirk's Mac:Wine
of the Greek character and national reality.
..COLO•
,
nC
of
ally
the United States and
In short, Greece is a reliable
at 7:30 Nitely
deserves a helping hand instead of political sniping and inPlus 1:30 Sun.
terference.
rES

LEXINGTON, Ky.-Here's covered by one or more inches of
By GLENN STEPHENS
-chronic ailments.
coupled with deficiencies of
good news for those who dream of snow. In 1961 and 1962, the snow BIRMINGHAM, Ala UPI
"Nutrition is a big problem certain vitamins and minerals,
a white Christmas. The chances cover was limited chiefly to the
Have you ever gone to a doctor today," said Cheraskin. "There i as conditions leaving the body
of your dream corning true here south and southeast and, in 1966,
a checkup, told turn you're are many diseases that arel open to chronic illness
for
at
cover
snow
in Kentucky seem to be getting Kentucky had a
and asked how to stay rampant in the United States. '
well,
Christmas except in parts of the
better
that way'
and groceries have something
In the past, Santa's sleigh has Bluegrass and northeast secBURGLARS SCORN LOOT
Chances are, he would be at to do with it
had some rough landings here at tions
question, "The health patterns of the LONDON (UPI i-Thieves are
that
answer
to
loss
a
Christmas-tune, but he's found
ff you don't like snow, however,
a pair of researchers at the U.S. are far inferior to what getting fussy. Two burglars,
snowy rooftops more often in here are some figures that will say
of Alabama's Medi- people think they are. We think who broke into a local jail
University'
recent years. In the past 22 years, please you. Lexington's chance of
officer's home, returned his
cal &hula.
we are number one, but we're
there have been only seven having a white Christmas in only
Emanuel not. in almost every measure- television because it was not a
Drs
two,
The
Christmas Days with any 12 percent and Louisville's only
color set and dumped his
and W M. Ringsdorf ment of health."
significant snow cover in Ken- 13 percent The odds for snow at Cheraskm
washing machine in a field
nutritionJr.. both well-known
The book details a theory of
tucky-but all seven of these have Christmas range from three to
because it was an old one,"
of
idea
the
pushing
are
ists.
and
Cheraskin
that
Ringsdorf
been within the past 11 years, five percent in western Kentucky
'he prosecutor at their trial
health
of
series
a
up
Defame
foods can basically be broken
according to A.B. Elam. Jr.i to 10-15 percent in the central
that would teach down into two categories. said
climatologist at the U.S Weather ti4n and 15 to 25 percent in the institutes
people how to maintain good resistance agents, which tend to
Service Office for State east These percentages, based
help the body fight off disease, EAGER BEAVER
Climatology, University of on weather records kept for health
'There's a need for an and susceptibility agents, which
England
BOURNEMOUTH,
Kentucky College of Agriculture. Imany years, vary according to
institute where you can learn to have the opposite effect.
year
BourneUPI)-Each
last Christmas DaY. some I location and elevation, Elam
anticipate rather than identify
Common Denominator
mouth residents do their bit to
snow fell on most sections of points out
that you can learn "What we show is that there help raise money for the city's
But those who look foe-ward to diseases so
Kentucky during the afternoon or
said Ringsclorf. is a common denominator in Christmas Fund, but Mayor
well,"
May
to
1969,
snow at Chrustmas-tirrie should
evening. And, on Dec 25.
"We want people to say to heck virtually' all diseases-namely, Richard Judd said John Platt is
Kentucky' had the heaviest consider only the past 11 years
where if you don't want to get any of
trying too hard
snow-covered with a medical center,
seven
Cluistmas snow since the 1930's, With
"
when I'm well,
go
I
can
them the best way to prevent it
inches
six
Christmas Days recorded,
with from one to
Lay Rood Campieted
is to use all the resistance Platt, a local salesman, has
recorded around the state. The that's almost a 64 percentage
The two scientists have agents and forget the suscepti- been carrying a group of girlie
Weather Service defines a chance of mow in Kentucky on
written about a dozen books on bility agents," said Cheraskin magazines on his route and
"white" Christmas as one with December 25
aimed at the medical o Give yourself the pluses and offering a look for a 25 cent
nutrition
an inch or more of snow on the
donation.
are community. but they recently take away the minuses.'•
crocodile
the
of
eyes
The
ground.
"I am no prude but there
completed a Lay book. "New
of
thousands
,virtually
In
all
with
of
the
embedded
dozen
1959.
through
From 1949.
have to be some sort of
all
Diseases,"
does
Incurabk
for
collect
Hope
that
(rystals
dealt
with
diseases
in
tiny
for
"New
Kentuckians waited in vain
him in an effort to focus public Hope for Incurable
the mayor said. "I must
giving
limit,"
thus
light
,_possible
Diseases,•'
snow at Christmas-time, Elam
water .attention an bow to use dist to the authors
try to contact him and ask him
sighLatteler
amasalll
Indict
sugar
refined
in
again
and
says. Then in 1960
even at night
avoid and in SOMP ("OOPS cure and processed white flour, to stop"
1963, most of the state was

rheig)130111;itit,
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Mr. Jim Williams
Ledger and Times
Murray, Kentucky

predate everything that anyone
did, and if someone was
mistakenly omitted from the list,
we apologize.
We offer a special thanks to our
husbands and families for their
understanding and consideration
during the entire project
Sincerely,
Kappa Department
Murray Woman's Club
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Tonne thru Tue.
"PLANET OF THE APES"
Plus
•
"BENEATH THE PLANET
OF THE APES" G

Dear Mr. Williams:
The Kappa Departrnent of the
Murray Woman's Club recently
presented the Haunted House as
a money-raising project to help
us repay a loan for the Murray
Middle School library. We have
DRIVE
I
now tied up all the loose ends
IN
is
there
quite a large AIRCRASH KILLS 211
and find that
Open 600 .(irt f) 45
group of people and businesses
NEW DELHI (UPI) -Indian
that need to be recognized and Airlines said today 20 persons
Tonite 8 Sun
thanked publicly. Our project were killed when one of its
was an enormous success passenger planes crashed
resulting in Our repaying half of Thursday on a flight from
the $2,000 loan Approximately Trivandrum to Madras in
7500 people toured the house on southern India.
the three nights that we had it The plane, an ANT° 240 twin
open. We could not have been so prop transport built in India
successful without the support of under license from Britain,
An Aubrey Schenck
saBarqu
Proiceic„ne
n ro
the community
11
went down in Madura, District
Let us now take this op- 150 miles northeast of Trivanportunity to thank the following: drum.
Western Auto, Roses, Bilbreys, Eleven persons survived the
PLUS
Hughes Paint Store, Sherwin crash One was
reported in
Williams, Storeys, liberty Food serious condition but at least
Market, Chrisman Popcorn, two others escaped without
WNBS,Ledger and Times, Dwain apparent injuries, according to
Taylor Chevrolet, J. H. Churchill reports from Madurai.
Funeral Home, Dean Willis for
the Willis Wagon, NEI,at Murray
The ruffed grouse season in
High, FHA at Murray High, upstate New York has been ex
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority, and tenchiel from Dee 31 through
TECHNICOLOR TECHNISCOPE
Sigma Chi fraternity
We ap- .lain 11
GP -.12- 1111MMil AMMO

LEE WILLIAM I
VAN CLEEF BERGER
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DEAR ABBY: I recently became engaged to my boy
friend who is 23. (I am 201 When he gave me my ring, he
asked me not to wear it in front of his parents or mine, or
any relatives, because he hasn't told them yet. But he
wants me to wear it to work every day.
One day after I got home from work, I forgot to take it
off. Altho my mother didn't notice, when my boy friend
came over and saw me wearing it he was furious. Well, I
took it off and haven't worn it since. [But he thinks I am
still wearing it to work.]
Abby. I have been engaged for six months and I would
Like to wear my ring at all times and let everybody know,
but for some reason my fiance doesn't feel that way.
I know it's not that his parents or mine would object to
it because my parents are fond of him and his parents seem
to like me very much. I can't understand why the big
secret.
I don't like being "engaged" secretly everywhere but at
work. Can you figure out his angle'
ANNOYED

ESERVED
South Africk,
entatson cen
re South Afri
collected and
n established
Sciences Re
re

DEAR ANNOYED: His angle seems to have several
curves. He wants you to wear a -NO TRESPASSING, PRIVATE PROPERTY" sign at work, but he isn't man enough
to let his parents land yours1 know that be has committed
himself for marriage. In any case, he has a lot of growing
up to do before he's mature enough to marry. Tell him
you're thru playing games, and to either tell the world, or
keep his ring.
DEAR ABBY: When I was in the hospital having my
first baby one of the nurses (she was about my age', became quite friendly with me. She would come into my room
several times during the day to smoke a cigarette because
she wasn't permitted to smoke on duty. She asked me the
first time if I "minded" and I said I didn't, so she made it
a habit of running in for a cigarette
The truth of the matter is that I really would rather she
had not smoked in my room at all because I used to be a
heavy snriker and I gave it up as a promise to my husband
when I became pregnant, and when I smell smoke around
me the temptation to smoke again is very strong.
Let's be realistic, Abby. Could I have told her not to
smoke in my room? My husband says I was chicken not to,
and he has no respect for chickens What do you say?
NEW MOTHER

DEAR ABBY My husband and I had a big fight which I
would like you to settle.
We were talking about what we would do if the other
-me died My tniaband said if I died, he would never marry
again, because nobody in the world could ever take my
place, so he would live alone, and be content with his
memories.
I told him I would rrobably try to pick up the pieces
and go on living as best I could, and if I ever met anyone as
wonderful as he was, I might marry again
Abby, he really got mad at me and said that my statement was proof that I didn't love him. I do love him, and I
was only being honest
I am 26 and he is 28. We've been married for six years
WONDERING
and have two children. What do you think'
DEAR WONDERING: I think no OW knows how be will
handle a situation until it occurs. II also hope your husband
grows up before he dies.1
DEAR ABBY: You're sharp Do you know of a legitimate tax loophole for a bachelor' T IN BEVERLY HILLS
DEAR T.: Yes, a wedding ring
What's your problem? You'll feel better if yea get k off
year eisest. Write to ABBY, Box MN, Los Angeles, Cal.
Will. Far a persosal reply ~lose stamped. aidressed
eavebspe.
Hate to write letters? Send Si to Abby. Box WO* Las
Angeles, Cal. mat for Abby's booklet. "Row to Write Letters for AB Occasions."

Interior Furnishers
of Murray
Carpet & Accessories
Located at Hale's Trailer Court
at 5 Points

1st Quality RubberBack Carpet
'2.95 sq. yd.
Over 100 Samples To Choose From
Open 3:30 to 6:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri
9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Saturday
1 .00 p.m,til 6:00 p.m. Sunday

The Gamma Chapter of the
Delta Kappa Gamma met
Saturday, December 4 at 12:30,
o'clock in the afternoon at the
Holiday Inn with sixty-one
members present.
Dr. Doris Mouser presided in
the absence of the president, MIAs
Sue Fairless.
The program, under the
direction of Mrs. Eula Mae
Doherty,' Chairman of the
Professional Growth and Services Committee, was a continuation of the theme, "Women
and Changing times "which is
the topic that the Gamma
Chapter is working on this year.
The specific topic for this
meeting was "The Individaul
Woman As A Person."
members of the Kappa Department
Mrs. Doherty presented a panel
Pictured above are some of the children of the women who are
of members who spoke on some
the rod of a gala party held at the
at
claus
Santa
around
gather
they
as
of the Murray Woman's Club
' outstanding women of the times,
department
club house. This is an annual event by the
both on national and local levels.
The Kappa Department of the
Helen Hayes was discussed by
Woman's ('Iub enMurray
Miss Anti Herron, Dr. Ora K.
tertained with a Christmas party
mason by Mrs. Katie Mae Doran,
for their children at the club
Rose Kennedy by Miss Joanne
house on Tuesday, December 7,
Rowland, and one of the Gamma
at six-thirty o'clock in the
members; Miss Clara Eagle by
evening
11
December
Saturday,
of
Circle
Hays
Bell
Mettle
The
Miss Ruby Ashbrook.
The Nellie Outland Sunday the First United Methodist The evening began with a
Miss Pauline Waggener played
Cherry Church WSCS will meet at the
appropiate music in the School Class of the
puppet show presented by the
have church at seven pin.
will
Church
Baptist
Corner
these
background
during
Sock and Buskin Drama Club of
The
discussions. These reports were a potluck supper from members
Murray State University
and their families at the church
very interesting.
children were enhanced as
the
of
Directors
of
Quota
Board
One visitor, Mrs. Robert 0. at 6:30 p.m. Each one is to bring Club will meet at Southside at colorful puppets acted out skits
'Miller, was the guest of Mrs. one dollar for equipment for the 5:30 p.m.
titled "The Magic Christmas
kitchen instead of exchanging
Eula Mae Doherty.
Star" and "The Story of Frofr4t."
The tables were decorated gifts.
the Snowman", who were hiThe Sigma Department of the troduced by an enthusiastic and
beautifully carrying out the The
bazaar,
Christmas
Christmas theme. A very deligh- sponsored by St. Leo's Catholic Murray Woman's Club will have amusing character called the
The Church, will be held at Gleason its Christmas party at the club "Christmas Clown"
lul lunch was served.
Mary Hall from nine a.m, to three p.m. house at 630 Guests will be
hostesses were: Mrs.
Two members of the Sock and
Santa and Sigma children.
Miss Brenda Hill and Ralph Arthur Inman of Hardin, was Smith, Mrs. Charlene Curd, Mrs.
Buskin Club led the children in
Mesdames
be
will
Hostesses
Jones were joined in the attired in a deep turquoise dress Dulcie Douglas and Mrs. Laura
Gamma Beta Phi Scholastic
Fred Wells, John Gregory, Hal singing Christmas songs.
sacrament of marriage in the with a corsage of white car- Jennings.
Honor Society at MSU will have
Claim"
The next meeting will be on annual egg sale from 9:30 to 11:30 Houston, George Ed Waldrop, As "Here Comes Santa"Ho-Hosanctuary of the South Pleasant nations.
Ron Christopher, and A.W. was being sung, aloud
February 26 at the Holiday Inn, a.m.
Grove United Methodist Church
Following the wedding the Mayfield.
Ho" was heard from the rear of
Simmons, Jr.
on Thanksgiving Day, Thursday,
couple left for a short wedding
the room and the "jolly ole man"
Sunday, December 12
November 25.
trip with the bride wearing an
The Almo School PTA will meet himself arrived. Santa had a gift
The Murray Woman's Club will
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
of red worsted vest
ensemble
Christmas
the school at seven pm. with and kind word for every child
at
annual
its
have
performed the impressive
with
slacks
acmatching
and
Music
Willard
Ails as speaker on present and then disappeared as
program, presented by the
ceremony at six o'clock in the
cented by a printed blouse. She
quickly as he had come.
Department, at three pm. at the "Drugs".
evening.
wore her mother's corsage.
be
will
Decorations
house.
club
The bride is the daughter of
The children enjoyed ChristMr. and Mrs. Jones, the newly
by the Alpha and Zeta Depart- Rhe Theta Department of the mas cookies and punch served
Mrs. W.H. (Ben) Hill and the
married couple, are now aehome
ments and the hostess chairmen Murray Woman's Club will meet from a table arrayed in a festive
late Mr. Hill. The groom is the
at 503 South Seventh Street,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
are from the Delta Department at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with mood.
The bride was The Baptist Women of the Elm
Murray.
Jones.
Hostesses for the occasion were
the program by Mrs. Harold
from Calloway County Grove Baptist Church observed
Preceding the ceremony a graduated
First District VFW will meet at Eversmeyer Hostesses will be Mrs. Field Montgomery, Mrs.
employed
now
is
and
School
High
the week of prayer for foreign
program of nuptial music was
one p.m. for a Mesdames Ray Brownfield, John Jerry Henry, Mrs. Dwain Taylor,
at the Murray-Calloway County missiocui with meetings held Triangle Inn at
presented by Mrs. J. W. Jones, Hospital.
The groom wee during the week of November 211 dotal dinner and a business Fortin,Harold Beaman.and Kiss Mrs. Dan McKinney, Mrs. Dan
•
"
organist.
session.
Beth Broach,
Miller and Mrs. Tommy Shirley
graduated from Murray High and December 3.
The vows were exchanged
School and is now a senior at "Expect From God, Attempt Senior Recital of Don Foster,
before the altar adorned with the Murray State University.
For God" was the theme of the Burna, percussion, will be held
fifteen branch brass cathedral
programs. The hymn for the at the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
tapers
candelabra holding white
week was "God Be The Glory". Arts Building, at 2:30 p.m.
State Approved and Licensed
flanked on each side by
Mrs. Hilda Maupin was the
to be open January 1, 1972
arrangements of white mums
Haney,
Keith
Senior Recital of
ill
leader for the Monday program
Write to Box No.2, Murray, Ky. for Reservation
and porn poms. The pew badges
held at 1:30 p.m. at the church. Massillon, Ohio, trumpet, and imsweimmwolimm).mireAmmoimpoilmwoimm.041m.04101.0
of lilies of the valley adorned the
DUNN BOY
Dan Armes, Harned Euphonium,
family pews.
Mr. and Mrs. Nicky Dunn of Tuesday the group met with other
will be held in the Recital Hall,
from
River
women
Blood
Bride's Dress
Murray Route Three are the
Fine Arts Annex, at 3:30 p.m.
churches
the
at
Association
The bride, escorted by her parents of a baby boy, William
uncle, Torn Scruggs, and given in Ross, weighing eight pounds 14% Memorial Baptist Church to hear Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Smith of
marriage by her mother, wore a ounces, born on Monday, Benton Williams, consultant Murrray Route Three will be
formal gown of Buccaneer crepe. December 6, at 1:15 p.m. at the from Nashville, Tenn.
honored on their 50th wedding
A delicate spray of iridescent Murray-Calloway County
The guest speaker at the anniversary with an open house
sequins and tiny seed pearls Hospital.
Wednesday service at 7:30 p.m. at the home of a daughter, Mrs.
accented the neck and the Bishop The new father is employed by at the church was Miss Nancy John Nanny, Coldwater Road,
sleeves. The empire waist line Res Camp.
Sledd, summer missionary to from two to four pin.
swept into a graceful chapel
Africa, who showed slides of her
train. Her French tulle veil Grandparents are Mr and Mrs. work.
Monday, December 13
trimmed in illusion and tiny seed William Dunn of Murray Route
pearls was attached to a tiara of Three, Mrs. Robbie Raspberry of Mrs. George Cossey was leader The Euzelian Sunday School
ass, First Baptist Church, Mrs.
seed pearls and beads.
Murray, and Ross King of for the 1:30 p.m. program
Her only jewelry was a Lavonia, Mich.
Thursday at the church. The yrtle Wall, teacher, will have a
closing meeting was held at 1:36 tluck supper at the church at
diamond pendant, a gift of the
p.m. on Friday in the home of 6:30 p.m.
bride's late father. She carried a
Mrs. Keys Keel with Mrs. Alfred
bouquet of a cathedral cascade
The Omicron Alpha Chapter of
Keel as the program leader
of a white cattleya orchid with
Tau Phi Lambda will have a
•Measure the amounts
traditional love knots placed on a
of rice and liquid used.
Others present and taking part potluck dinner at the home of
Bible.
accu- in the programs throughout the Mrs. Loretta Jobs at 6:30 p.m.
cooking
145 solid gold case
•Time
Miss Linda Hill, twin sister of
10 diamonds, saver
mai Sift
week were Mesdames Charles
the bride, was the maid of honor, rately.
"tight"
cover
•Keep
and Miss Jan Miller, cousin of the
Burkeen, Alvin Futrell, Albert The Penny Homemakers Club
during cooking to prevent
bride, was the bridesmaid.
Crider, Pearl Moore, Mae will meet at the home of Mrs.
Give her
loss of steam.
The attendants wore gowns of
Williams, Harry Shekell, Wilbur Ruby Harrell at ten a.m. for a
h
All
Bulova
•Fluff cooked rice
polyester textured crepe of hot fork or slotted spoon to
Weston, Walton Fulkerson, Earl potluck dinner and exchange of
for Christmas
gifts.
lilac with purple velvet ribbon allow steam to escape
Lee, Bessie Colson, Mason
and she'll appretiate
encircling the empire waist line
Thomas, Glen Hale, Aubrey
•Rice cooked in stockyour thoughtfulness
with sweeping long streamers pot or kettle should br im- Cook, Luther Hendon, Charles The WSCS of the Martin's
dai,of the year. Foi
every
Church
a
Methodist
into
United
turned
Chapel
mediateiy
down the front. Their headHenry, Gary Wicker, Leroy
many years to come. See our
dresses were hot lilac floppy hats shallow Nan for serving or Todd, Marie Shekel!, Francie will meet at the home of Mrs.
wide array ot Bulova watches,
Ralph Robertson at seven p.m.
trimmed in deep purple velvet holding
Allen, and Crawford Ray.
so diversified in design that
ribbon encircling the brims and
there's a style to delight
ending down the back with long
ONE HOUR SERVICE
streamers. They wore lilac
every lady. Including yours.
velvet chokers centered with
light colored hearts. They each
carried a bouirt of cattleya
purple orchids framed in net and
ribbon of hot lilac and seed
GOOD MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY Dec. 131h-14th-1.5th
pearls.
Joe Pat Hutson served the
groom as best man and Steve
Moody was the groomsman. The
ushers were Rickey Hill and
Timmy Scruggs.
Mrs. Johnny Miller kept the
includmg — Overcoats—Top Coats—Rain Coats etc.
guest register and Mrs. David
Hill directed the wedding.
For her daughter's wedding,
We have shirelaundry Services here!
FREE' Mothtir ,riik, —Mildew proofing
Mrs. Hill chose to wear a deep
pink double knit dress trimmed in
17 thatl precison
Easy.to.read fui
Graceful drape
beat/tawny caste
I eured dial Sweep
design case with
silver with grey accessories. Her
in 111( solid gold
second 17 Jewels
tinted dial 17
17s.
SSC
corsage was a pink cymbidiurn
13s.
orchid.
Mrs. Jones, mother of the
groom, wore a beige knit dress
trimmed in gold with brown
accessories and a corsage of a
green cyrnbidium orchid. The
Mrs.
groom's grandmother,

Miss Brenda Hill Becomes The Bride Of
Ralph Jones In Lovely Ceremony Held
At The South Pleasant Grove Church

Baptist Women Of
Elm Grove Church
Holds Meetings
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Eco Tips For
Fisherman

Roger Stubblefield, seventh grade student at New Concord
School, killed this 166 pound, 4-paint buck in Ballard County on the
first day of hunting season. This was Roger's first experience in
deer bunting.

'Opening Day Duck Hunt'
By JERRY W. ALLEN
While putting out the decoys, I noticed the sky was beginning to
turn orange as the rays of sunlight beamed through from the east
to begin the day. This was a special day,it was November 28, first
day of Kentucky's duck season.
The 34 decoys were set out in a hook pattern between two big
cypress trees in water about 6" deep. They were set in this spot
because the afternoon before, I had seen about 200 mallards
sitting in the exact spot and I knew they would be back.
The air was crisp and still and I could hear an occasional
quack of a hunter on the other end of the mile long oxbow lake
near the Mississippi River. Just as it became light enough to see,
8 mallards came heading in from the river. A quick greeting call
mixed with a feed call was all that was necessary to start some
action. They set for the decoys without circling and came straight
in for a landing. Just before they hit the water I came out from
beside the cypress tree and knocked one down, my gun jammed
and others climed in a wild frenzy.
I could hear several shots across the slough as the day became
brighter. Then a flock of 4 came heading in from the other side
with wings set, I stood still. They made one pass and I called, they
side slipped,cupped again and came head on to the decoys. I was
out like a flash from under the big cypress. Two greenheads
folded at the crack of the gun as it spoke out with authority. I
collected my kill and readied once more. No more had I settled,
than one old suzy came in and lit in the decoys. I stepped out and
she flushed immediately as she climbed for the sky I filled my
limit.
Taking up the decoys was a cold experience and the deep mud in
which I was standing was no help, but I managed to collect them
all without freezing. In a short time I was on my way home with
memories of a first day Ky. duck hunt that I'd never forget.
On the way home I thought of a friend that would really enjoy a
hunt such as the one I had just experienced. The friend was Greg
Mills, Vice President of the Murray State University Chapter of
the Wildlife Society. Greg is a Wildlife Management major at
M.S.U. and has long been an avid sportsrnan, but he said he's
never been on a really good duck hunt.
I called Greg later that night and as usual he was ready to go
at a minutes notice. I told him to get set for the experience of a
lifetime. Greg was ready and at my house at 400 a.m. Attar a
goal breakfast, we were oft to the SttestotiPPi 'River oxlsew bike
where I had hunted the day before.
Lucky for us that it was overcast, because we were late setting
out the decoys. After they were in place facing the wind in a hook
fashion I used a hook pattern because it gives the ducks two
possible areas to zero in), we settled back to wait and it wasn't
long. A flock of 12 mallards came down the slough about 20 yards
high and 200 yards out. A quick greeting call started the action,
then the setting down call ( taught to me by Reelfoot Lake guide
Jirn King ) literally paralized them. They fell all over us as they
came in with wings cupped. I yelled "Now Greg" we jumped into
action. I folded one on the first shot and as they strained to climb I
dropped another. Greg was having his day too, he had dropped
one and was swinging on another, but as he started to shoot the big
cypress blocked his swing and he held his fire.
We retrieved our ducks and backed against the old cypress once
more. We watched as the ducks moved out of the refuge towards
the Missouri cornfields. "Give them a call"! Greg exclaimed.
•'They're too high'" I replyed, "but those five aren't." Five
mallards were hanging over the decoys. Both of us started
blasting mallards from the sky. I got one as my gun first touched
my shoulder then Greg plucked out two more while I missed my
last two shots as the ducks dodged and climbed.
Greg smiled and said "We only need one more each and we're
on the way home."
An old single drake came down the river and was heading for
the refuge when I started the highball. He side slipped and
cupped for the decoys. "He's yours Greg"!said. Greg missed his
first shot but then as the drake climbed, he stopped him cold.
"This one's yours,•' Greg said, as an old suzy came in, I called,
she cupped and swung over my head about 30 yards up. I pulled
(*it in front and squeesed the trigger, she hit the water with a big
*dash. "Well, lets take em up," I said.
.kfter we'd gotten in the car and headed for Murray, Greg
1iioked at roe and said,"When you said we were going to get some
shot
I really never expected it to be so much fun "
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By A Fire For Suckers
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Derr Hunt Success
Emil
A record 501 deer were taken
"Bus Mosbacher Jr., made two.
succr.sful America's Cup def. during the three one-day gun
hunts held in band Between the
If you have any ecology Ups to
November
20,
efinZ:etrId
sbiluisn tfi
taensve
fordS
n ew
ce Lakes on
pass along to other fishermen
December 1 and December 4.
w
.
rie
,
Dick Kotis would like to hear
ith each team using almost Approximately 18 percent of the
about them When not fishing,
ident wal CM 25 sloops, the races 2,855 hunters who participated
Kotis, President of the Fred
were
on a 21/:
mile were successful in bagging their
Arbogast Company in Akron,
twice- deer, an excellent hunter success
-leeward
ward
wind
Ohio,frequently travels about the
around course off the Alamitos percentage for one-day hunts.
country speaking to sportsmen.
Bay rntrance to Long Beach Among the top trophies was a 24
One question he has heard often
Harbor. University of Hawaii point, 198 pound field dressed
since ecology became a common
finished second, Cal State of white-tail buck that was taken by
concern, is "What can we do to
Lon,..: Beach was third and Bobby Colson of Murray, Kenimprove the outdoors."
Steicns Institute of Hoboken. tucky on November 20.
The
This question promptly sends
honors.
i
N.J.. took fourth ,
second portion of the bow season
Kotis into reciting his list of
for deer in Land Between the
,
.
• •
favorite "eco-tips" for fisherL%er wormer &DOW me origin Lakes will open December 18 and
and
the
boat
sprang
a
leak.
men.
"Pick up the old
, oard and p.ort run through December 31. One
— Ordered everyone off and of the,terms starts
monofilament you find outto designate the right and left hundred and twenty-three deer
called the fire department to
doors," he suggests, "because
One source gives were taken during the first
boat
went,
pum_p
water out
thethe
water.
As mei
the side. ofa boat?
birds and small mammals
'portion of the bow season from
become entangled in it and die."
'It was a custom among the October 16 -- November 6
higher in the water and crashed
Then he continues with the
against the bottom of the Vikings 1,000 years ago to tie
Raccoon Season
following.
up to docks and quays with the
bridge.
Hunters who follow the baying i
shoreNever allow your boat gas tank
ships
their
of
left
.sides
— Finally had ballast rushed
to overflow and pollute the water. to the scene and
side of of the hounds will get their oppoured onto ward. That's how the left
Keep your outboard tuned to the boat.
a ship came to be called the portunity in Land Between the
cut down petroleum wastes going
The boat sank low enough 'port' side. And because ot thtis Lakes this weekend with the
into au- and water.
to get free of the bridge but custom, the rather fragile steer- opening of raccoon and opossum
Do not release un-used live bait lost part of her cabin. She also ing rudders of their double- season on December 10 and 11.
ended ships were rigged on the The Friday and Saturday hunts FRANKFORT,Ky. —"Any day fishing" story
Into fishing waters. Goldfish and was still leaking.
•
other pests have been spread to
Tait's comment: "What a right side, so they would not be will be held each weekend is a good day for fishing if the Did you know that fish can bt'
in danger of brushing against a through January 29. Hunting fisherman
new waters in this way.
fiasco!"
realty wants to go and are caught in great numbers
and suffering damage. hours are 5:00 p.m. to midnight.
quay
Pick up film packs. Some
fishing."
on the fairer days of January'
***
modern term for the There are no
the
Thus,
bag limits on rac- These words, or at least the gist They sure are and it's not by the
rause wildlife poisoning.
'starboat,
of
the
side
right
A
University of Southern
coon or opossum in the Kentucky of these words, we have heard jigging method on the big lakes
Metal tabs from drink cans,
board,' comes from the Viking portion
of Land Between the many times from an old friend either. The streams of Kentucky
and plastic carriers for holding California crew won the recent
word for 'steering board."
sixth
annual
Lakes; the limit in Tennessee is who makes it a practice, just for are highly productive during this
packs together are hazards for inter-collegiate Douglas Cup.
• *5*
match race
one raccoon per hunter per night
wildlife that swallow them or sailing
championship at Long
"The Coast" Guard, long an with no limit on opossum. Most of the heck of it or maybe to settle month, when the hunting seasons
become entangled in them.
his Christmas dinner, to p_ to his are in their final days, and more
Beach, Calif and 4kippe; Peter
outspoken opponent of licens- Land
Between the Lakes is open favorite
Keep a litterbug in your boat, Wilson attributed a good share
jigAiteach people are trying the sport even
ing pleasure boat operators, has to
hunting with the exception of Christmas afternoon. And one at this early date.
and use it.
"Don't throw of the victory to the-racing
changed its mind. At the
the
anything in the water," Kotis savvy he learned crewing an
Conservation Education would be surprised at the number It is in January that the white
moment, the Coast Guard is
adds, "except Hula Poppers and recent years for Bill Flicker, conducting a feasibility study Center, campgrounds and other of times he has come away with a
and black suckers begin their
Jitterbugs."
successful
America's Cup
from which, it says, it hopes to public use areas, and waterfowl fish or two. Of course, he has spawning
runs
into
the
refuge
You may have a few additional captain off Newport, R.I. a
areas.
Hunting permits failed to register many times but tributaries of the smaller
devite a licensing system "which
ideas of your own. If so, let Kotis year ago. v•
is relatively easy to administer, can be acquired by presenting he observes this Christmas Day streams. In an era of spin
know about them. He would like - But apparently crewing for
won't impose too heavy a your state hunting license at the fishing no matter what the casting, the cane pole comes
to add them to his growing list of a champion didn't help Bruce
burden on the public, yet will be Land Between the Lakes in- weather.
back into its rightful place and is
"eco-tips" for a cleaner outdoors. Mosbacher, skipper of the
effective_ in reducing accidents formation office in Golden Pond, Which leads up to this "early used extensively in the sucker
Stanford University crc \Lc.
Kentucky.
throu education."
runs by bank fishermen.
To the small hook on the end of
a line about the length of the cane
pole is placed only a fragment of
a fishing worm and with the aid of
a light sinker the bait is placed in
the water often not more than 18
inches deep, preferably where
there is swift current. That's the
water used by the sucker in its
upstream migration.
The fisherman then sits upon a
.%46.410
log or stone near a roaring fire
4
• ""rolineid awaits the, eVer-so-slight tug
.
on his line. Gingerly he Picks up
his pole, pulling softly the line,
and usually on the hook will be
found a sucker from eight inches
long up to two pounds_ The fire is
a necessity to ward off some of
the coldness and as a means of
drying the fisherman's hands as
he handles the wet fish and the
Often a
stringing device.
fisherman may catch all he can
carry of this early-spawning fish
and will feast on his catch for
several days.
While_ the sucker is not a fish
high on the desired list by a
majority of fishermen,it still is in
great demand not only for the
early sport it affords but also for
Its refreshing fishy taste.
For best results the fish must
be served piping hot, else it will
revert to a raw stage. The fish is
filled with tiny bones, all through
even the meaty sections, and the
eater must be alert at all times
lest a bone lodge in his throat.
But hundreds of fishermen
-11011-"'
engage in tkie winter sport of
sucker fishing and it is not uncommon to see dozens of persons
hovered along a small streamWINTER REFLECTIONS—Even the cold weather couldn't keep Mr. J.F
Brown is retired and lives at 506 South 13th St. Murray.
bank,even when there is a skift of
Brown from casting his hire on the shore of Kentucky Lake. The seventy-year-old
snow, diligent)" attempting to
Photo by Wilson Woolley
lure a sucker on his cane-pole rig.
bach,r.
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Short Shots
From 1.13L

Boating
By JACK WOLISTON
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
year 1971 has had its share of
offbeat boating stories but one
came from
ofthe
Kennington,
"
be
d,
skipper John Tait misjudged
the elevation and found his
houseboat stuck beneath a low
bridge on the Hinksey Canal.
After trying in vain ..to
diskdge
the boatt Via lac
customary procedure of engine
full ahead and engine full
astern, Tait:
- Invited
the crowd
watching the drama t° step
aboard to act as ballast, thus
theoretically lowering the boat.
Sixty-four persons leaped on

SATURDAY—DECEMBER 11, 1971
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Milner finds way to beat rat race Many Exquisite Buildings
By VERNON SCOTT
UPI HollywoOd Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Martin Milner, the world-wise
cop of "Adam-12," has created
his own formula for beating
the rat race, smog and artificial
Hollywood atmosphere for his
children.
Milner and his wife, Judy,
bought an avocado grove in
Fallbrook, Calif., about 100
miles south of 1,0b Angeles,
and moved in.
That was a year and a half
ar•
Actually, Milner bouFht his
acreage a few years earlier but
took time out to design their
home himself. He turned his

LEARN TO BUY CATTLE
HOGS AND SHEEP
at •al• barns, fetid lots and
ranch.. W• prefer to train rii•n
io 55 with !mistook imperienc•
For local Interview, write age
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TRAINING
t fish can be
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it's not by the
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ye during this
ting seasons
ys, and more
sport ever

76i Dept
Ahance Ga 3C501

drawings over to a draftsman
and the actor his exactly the
house he planned.
It is a two-story early
American farmhouse and one
of the few homes in the area
with a genuine attic and cellar.
There are five bedrooms, an
office, a library and spacious
rooms of every sort. The office
provides Martin with headquarters for bookkeeping .and
other business accomodations
for his thriving avocado grove.
He raises five different varieties
of the fruit.
Much as he enjoys the rural
life himself, Milner moved
from the San Fernando valley,
mainly for his children: Amy,
13; Molly, 10; Stuart, 9; and
Andrew, 7.
Both girls have horses of
their own; Rosie for Molly and
Taffy for Amy. Because part of
his land is pasture, the horses
graze the year around.
Sons Stuart and Andrew
have their own minibikes and
chug around the area without
fear of traffic.
Six-month cycle
Milner manages to spend a
full six months with his family
while the Universal Studiosbased show is on hiatus. During
the season Milner works an
average of only three days a
week
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He drives to Hollywood on
Monday evenings in time to
report to work on Tuesday. By
Thursday or Friday night his
scenes are completed and Milner drives back to Fallbrook.
A small, furnished apartment is home to the actor
during the short time he is
working.
Judy sometimes accompanies her husband for a gight
or two in Hollywood. Mille
her husband is acting she shops
for clothes or little decorative
items for the house.
"We didn't have to do much
in the way of refurnishing our
new home," Milner said. "Most
of the antique things we had in
our old house were perfect for
the new one."
A former star of "Route
66," Milner enjoys wearing
boots and denims on his
property.
Most of the residents of
Fallbrook (pop. 12,000) know
Milner and treat him as just
another citizen. Fame and
celebrity are not virtues to the
down-to-earth Milner.
He has a wood-working
shop on his property and does
light maintenance on the various machines it takes to run
the grove of 2,500 trees.
"I'fe found a wi7 of life
that works for me, Milner
says. "It may not suit everyone. But my children have a
healthy atmosphere in which to
live, and I have the opportunity to spend time with them."

On Cairo's Oldest Street

By ALI' MAHMOUD
Associated Press Writer
CAIRO (AP) —
of different ages. veiled and
otherwise, pause briefly to
eye, perhaps begrudgingly. the
eight-centurs-old mosque of Alhakiin Bi-anir Allah.
Al-hakim is known in history
as an eccentric, despotic ruler
He ordered Egyptian women to
quit the streets of Cairo.
He also banned. under death
penalty .• the making of shoes for
women and forced men never to
work before nightfall.
One of his peculiar whims
was a strict order barring
Egyptians trom eating Molokhiya. a native dish of sticky
gotten soup: Al-hakim lived boisterously
and died in mysterious circumstances. He disappeared one
night on the street where his
mosque and fortress stand
Only his cloak, donkey and dagger were found.
The mosque is but one oi
many exquisite buildings on the
winding "Saga" street. labeled
by archeologists as the oldest
in Cairo
It is called the street of Saga
rno relation to the dictionary
mewling of a similar English
word' Most of Cairo was rebuilt during the past two centuries, but the Saga is said to
have remained untouched for
more than a thousand years.
Archeologists who specialize
in Islamic antiquities describe
it as "an open-air museum''
and recommend that it be restored rather than demolished.
By modern standards. the
Saga is merely an alley, hardly
NEW YORK (UPI) —Small a street. Arabesquely decotraders and the public general- rated Mosques. complete with
ly should be more active stock domes and minarets.'line both
buyers when there is sound sides. Several shops. lines of
evidence that business and donkey-drawn carts and sideinearnings are reviving, accord- walk cafe houses spur an
cessant racket along the alley..
ing to Harris, Upham & Co.
Mohamed Hafez, a seller of
The firm notes that individuals
are sitting on record savings water-pipes. voiced disapproval
of a recent government project
of
and
evidence
business
to demolish several parts of the
improvement could come next Saga to build popular housing
year. The firm adds that units in their place.
foreign investors could suddenly
"This street is misunderbecome buyers of U.S. securi- stood, undervalued." said Haties because "stocks in some fez, the khedive (ruler Abbas
other countries are relatively Pacha used to pass through the
Saga 50 years ago. Notables
less attactive than ours are."
used to come here to see the
to see as. Set
Argus Research Corp. says mosques and
more do worthwhile people
market
recent sharp
the
'
come here now."
advance creates some nearThe Antiquities Department
term uncertainties, "but inter- recently announced the Saga
develop- would be restored in order to
monetary
national
ments —much more than the "prevent construction projects
cut in margin requirements — from effacing its original hisform the basis for continuation toric character.'•
of a constructive investment
The Saga was built 1023 years
ago, archeologists say. It was
posture."
first named after Al-moez Lidin
Traders and investors who Allah. founder of the Fatimid
missed the recent advance are Dynasty in Egypt. It was part
likely to view any near-term of the old city of Cairo, built by
setback as a buying oppor- General Jawhar Al-sikilly who.
conquered Egypt on behalf of.
to E.F.
tunity, according
Al-moez.
Hutton di Co. "The one fly in
At one time the street was
the ointment is that the market
named
after Touman-bav. a
techquite
overbought
is now
warrior whose tomb stands at
nically. While it could continue one
end of the alley. When the
to remain overbought for a Ottoman
Emperor Selim I conwhile, and it would actually quered Egypt three
centuries
have bullish implications if it ago. Touman-bay was hanged
does, we do not think we can by the north-side gate of Cairo,
immediately expect another leg known as Bab Zwiela. Bab
up comparable to what we saw Zwiela is still among the intact
features of the Saga
last week," the firm says.

CART THEFTS COSTLY
DALLAS (AP) — The grocery cart is just about everything else as well. And it's cost
to area stores runs in the vicinity of $60,000 a month from
thefts, one grocery chain executive estimates
They can be seen hauling
laundry, store garbage, papers
and in use as kids' lull carts.
Each cart costs about $30.
Few if any persons are ever
prosecuted for theft of the carriers.
NEW SCHOOL VOTERS
ARLINGTON, Tex. (API —
A total of 97 per cent of the
13,569 new students enrolled at
the University of Texas at Arlington are eligible to vote, a
survey by the Registrar's Office shows.

VOLUNTEER SQUAD
MONTREAL (AP) — Police
in suburban Brossard have set
up a 210-man emergency volunteer snowmobile squad to help
them during severe snowstorms this winter One of the
snowmobiles will be equipped
with a red flasher and a radio
and will pull a specially-designed stretcher.
EXPAND LANDS
TORONTO (AP) — The Ontario government has announced a three-year expansion
program for eastern Ontario
winter deer-grazing lands. To
establish the ranges, crews of
local men will be hired to cut
nonmarketable hardwoods and
remove shade-producing trees
to stimulate regeneration of
hardwoods and growth for deer
grazing.

Give him a CRMEO
... the finest in

OLD STREET — The Street ot Saga in Cairo is more ol an alley.
than a street by modern standards. Archeologists say it was
built more than 1.000 years ago. At top left is a view of the
minarets on Saga, women in native dress i top right) walk past
a water-pipe shop. and at the bottom a water peddler pulls his
cart down the old street.

leather!

Whatever the features a man wants in o billfold, Cameo
has the model for him. Choose from these, and other
popular models . .. each with famous Cameo styling and
craftsmanship. W. have them in an assortment of quality
leathers, in latest colors.

DRIVE-IN WINDOW SERVICE
Located Central Shopping Center
Across From New Murray Stadium
A Subsidiary of Begley Drug Co.

v Balsam or Pine
v 12", 18", 24" or 36"
v- Decorated with a Large Bow,
Pine Cone Clusters and Holly

Sprigs

by IA Public Information Office

Keep Christmas Electrically Sate
Christmas a time for joy, for sharing, for peace, for lovr
Too many families, however, will not experience the go,:1
Christmas brings. for one careless act may induce traged..
While many hazards are apparent during the holiday seasr,,
none are as prevalent as those associated with electrical
tures and flammable materials. In order that you have a sa.,
Christmas, Underwriters' Laboratories asks that you follow tr,
four guidelines illustrated below. In so doing, you will mil",
this a lasting, not a last, Christmas

Do Ube Only Ul labeled

GREENERY

string lights and cords

for DECORATING
All work done on the premises and the.,
quality of our work is always guaranteed
to your satisfaction.

(Sold By The Pound)

* ENGLISH HOLLY
Solid green and vari
with berries.

* CUT BALSAM
* CUT PINE

c GIFT
,AR'11 CERTIFIC
ATES
FROM MURRAY NURSERY',
1

Do inspect all wiring
insulation for possible
deterioration, *specially
If It has been stored for
an indefinite period

Always disconnect the plug
before working
on light strings
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Christmas 1971 Is Over
Maryland's Inland Navy Boasts
Card Pair
ting
For
Gree
ram
Prog
ning
Trai
h
Yout
Unique
By JOHN WOODFIELD
Associated Press Writer
BALTIMORE (API — It
didn't start out that way. but
Maryland's 196 year old
navy virtually has become a
poverty program for youths in
Baltimore's inner city ghetto.
Its four vessels. not including
the USS Constellation. its 174year-old flagship, range to 640
tons and are manned by 12 commissioned officers and 88 enlisted men — all volunteers and

mainly former Navy and Coast
Guard personnel.
And its principal program is
the training of 107 sea cadets.
ranging from 15 to 18 and coming almost exclusively from the
inner city.
Families of 43 of the youngsters are on welfare and more
than half of them are black.
Donald F. Stewart. a seaman
in the regular Navy, serves as
rear admiral and flag officer in
Maryland's sea service. He
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Lifesaver's Image
Loses its Glamor

By GAY PAULEY
-We learned that when a
By IAN McCAUSLAND
UPI Women's Editor
says the purpose of the promagazine folded, one of
(AP) — Surf lifemajor
SYDNEY
a
kids
these
NEW YORK (UPI)—For all
gram "is to give
as Australian
about
posted
on
the
was
are
cards
savers
the
families
better life than their
practical purposes, Christmas
bulletin board," he said. "We as kangaroos — and in greater
1971 is over for David and
danger of becoming extinct.
He points proudly to the fact Margery Forer. The Forers took that card out of the line
The image of the sun
that two of his "boys- are in now are planning Christmas once and for all."
bronzed. barrel-chested, volunWest Point and one is in his 1972.
The Forers have been in the teer fearlessly plunging into the
third year at the U.S Naval
Forers are a husband. greeting card business almost surf to save lives has lost its
The
Annapolis
in
Academy,
glamor
Drills and classes are held wife team of designers-manu- ever since they were married
While new rescue records are
each week during the .winter facturers of greeting cards. in December, 1948.
every year, there are fewer
set
had
Christmas sales make up the
and Stewart says "we've
Furer, a graduate of William rescuers around
kids walk three miles one way major part of their card
In Austrah'.> most populous
and Mary College where "I
just to get there because they •business.
every art course offered," state, New South Wales, there
took
a
year
didn't have bus fare. Very few
only
ahead
"We work
training officer were 7,318 rescues by lifesavers
of these kids can afford to buy on designs," said David. "The was a gunnery
World War U. during 1970's summer season.
in
Navy
try
we
the
and
in
uniforms,
their own
big companies work two and
This was an increase of close to
can
we
as
to help out as much
years ahead."
The experience left him with 50 per cent over the previous
three
even
send
to
"Many times I've had
an some deafness. He did destroy- season's 4,957 rescues.
The couple sat at
to Bainbridge (Naval Training
During the corresponding pe, L-shaped desk ar- er duty also in the Pacific
ON PARADE -- Australian lifesavers parade down a beach.
School) to get reject Navy oversized
menibership of the state's
riod,
the
out
with
came
and
for
space
providing
Theater
(
volunteer groups are about as Australian as kangaroos but
The
shoes for them. We haven't had rangement
lifesaving clubs dropped from
their numbers are shrinking — even though new rescue records
much success, though. in get- each) as they talked of how rank of Lieutenant, Senior 6,078 to 5,685.
are set every year.
they got into the card business Grade. He worked for a while
-ling -Mkt).pea Coltatc—tie said
Even clubs with well-known.
During the-surnmer.•the nays. —he by way of the Walt Disney in animation with the Walt sometimes world famous,
takes week-long cruises in the studios, she from a fashion Disney studios on the West names have not escaped the stood over with a big whip to do them to join up
patrols for eight hours a day."
Some lifesavers see the reCoast and then came East to do drain of brawn and brain.
Chesapeake Bay area, some- editorship.
are most duction in membership as 4
lifesavers
Though
art
al
and
of
their
commerci
loft
part
times mooring in Ocean City.
office,
Maof
free-lance
Their
Alan Coates, captain
often pictured going through pa- serious blow to Australians'
When originally established operation on New York's West cartoons for magazines.
roubra Surf Club, says there are rade ground drill during surf
in
"mateship". Coates said. "I
e
Legislatur
Maryland
by the
Side, was aclutter with card Mrs. Forer studied fashion plenty of young members "We carnivals, Coles said carnivals
grew up with surf clubs and
1775. the Navy was "to protect samples, the walls "papered"
them round the 20lose
to
begin
arid merchandising at Skidmore year-old mark — just as they comprise only a small part of they provide the closest sort of
the citizens of Maryland
with 1971 designs.
mateship you can get.
College and worked as a become really good life- surf clubs' activities.
against smugglers 'and pi"We make two lines," said
The lifesaving clubs have in"I don't think we'll get that t
rates.••
fashion editor at Women's Wear savers," he,said.
handsome
troduced shortened training mateship again, the world is
It has produced such naval Mrs. Forer, a
marriage.
her
n
before
Australia
Daily
Phil Coles, former
programs — from 10 weeks to 6 more materialistic with everyheroes as.Commodore Stephen brunette. One is their whimsisurf team captain, believes the
Decatur I"My country. May cal collection, an inexpensive The couple has two children, movement's image needs to be weeks — and simplified train- one mom interested in them
ing methods.
selves than in others
she ever be right, but right or light-hearted look at the holi- David Brett, 21, an artist and changed.
Now, instead of chasing surf"There are too many other
wrong. my country." i and days. The other is their Brett photographer studying at Wilseem to think drill board riders off
"People
beaches, the attractions and increased at
Adm. Franklin Buchanan. first (from a family name), a liam and Mary also, and Kathy, and discipline make up a lot of
superintendent of the Naval personalized, high-style card 16, a junior at Nightingale- our program," he said. "It is surf clubs are trying to attract fluence to enjoy them."
Academy.
usually engraved with the name Bamford School in New York. nothing like that No one is
As a matter of fact, members
the sender. You know the
of
of the Maryland Navy, officialon executives
ly known as the Naval Militia. type — corporati
them
have served in every declared send them and some of
run as high as $2 each.
American war.
1205 Chestnut Street
Its main duty today. in addi- "Every year," said Forer,
tion to its youth training pro- "we make one featuring a
gram, is search and rescue mis- model T. The Fords always buy
sions throughout the bay area
sometimes in a traditional
sopie.
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
They said the card trend
"teace on Earth Good Will to
manner, other ... times
today is toward informality and
NEW YORK (UPI) —Iwo.. Men"
some senders will scratch and one-half billion. Count 'em. strictly in the language of the
through their printed names to That's the number of Christmas '708 with a flower child holding
December 8, 1971
till 6.00
up in the peace symsign the cards personally.
ADULTS 94
cards Americans will exchange his fingers
bol.
Three themes are the major this year.
NURSERY 5
Some of the cards on the
and
trends—peace, religion
Three of every four will carmarket would have
current
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS love. Peace, for instance, might ry a religious theme, and after
of a few years
unheard
been
be the lion and the lamb lying that it's a mixed bag of tastes
ago. For instance, Santa with a
moving
cards
mod
biblical
the
the
or
with
DISMISSALS
together,
dbwn
guitar saying "Go, man" on
Mrs. Violet Estell Bazzell, Rt. message, "they shall beat their rapidly up in popularity.
on and inside, "Rock
the
Harry
from
The we'd comes
1, Farmington, Mrs. Wilma swords into plowshares..
Have a swinging seahalls.
them
Earline Lyles, Rt, 2, Murray, The message of religion and J. Cooper, executive director, son."
on of
Mrs. Gwyn Harris, Rt. 3, Benton, love could be represented by a the National Associati
Publishers. Coo- Cycling Santa
Golden Joe Kennedy, RI 2, card showing two angels on the Greeting Card
that popularity of reliOr, there's the one showing
Hazel, Mrs. Linda Ann Sachse cover saying, "What the world per says
tor
eofor
persist dzegt... Santa on a stretched-oot
greetings
gious
Inside,
the
..."
and Baby Boy, 1628 Olive St., needs now
as
•
recent articles in national
bike sayiri* "Merry'
I Murrary,Mrs.Elva Sybil Barrow, answer is "love."
Lines giving a pessimistic view . . . and a year of eray 'in'."
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Barbara "Because we're a smaller of religion in America.
Another shows Santa with a
Howe Raymond, Rt. 7, Murray, company (an annual volume of
Cooper says the most pop- group of cyclists on the front
Albert Cassity, Jr., Rt, 3, around $1.5 million), we can ular of the cards with a religious and inside the message, "Here
Murray, Mrs. Vernie Allen keep our designs keyed to the motif will be those focusing on comes the old gent with the
Wyatt, Rt, 2, Kirksey, Mrs. Nell mood of today," said Forer. the humble origin of Christmas fuzz. Hope he's good to you."
Angelon Maness, 717 Riley Court, There is, for instance, Santa in in the Holy Land. The design
Still another has an abstract
message, chosen most frequently each coloring on the front and on
Murray.
orbit with the
"Friends make the world go Christmas features the Madonna. the inside the message, "Hope
around." There also is a Santa Other popular ones depict the you been good . .. 'cause here
TRAYNOR "SATISFACTORY" in a hard hat.
Three Wise Men, the Christ comes de judge. Hope you get
PITTSBURGH (UPI) —Har
Forer said they had a very Child, the Holy Family, the lots of goodies."
Old "Pie" Traynor, the Hall of
The awareness of our ecolosuccessful offbeat card in the angel and shepherds, the nativiFame third baseman who hit line at one time with the ty, and the star in the East. gy gets in the act too. Some
.320 during a 17-year career message, "We regret to inform
This year's cards repeatedly
wispy photographs show the
with the Pittsburgh Pirates, you, There is no Santa Claus depict the message of peace, grandeur of nature. And anothwas listed in "satisfactory
er shows Santa wearing a gas
mask as a protest against polcondition" Tuesday at Allegheny General Hospital where he
luters.
The association reports these
was being treated for a chronic
9
other facts relating to cards.
respiratory ailment.
The first known Christmas
S MI North of Benton, Ky.
card was published in London
By CARRICK LEAVITT
BRANDT CLAIMS PRIZE
68 & 641 At The ''Y"
Hwy.
British
t
prominen
a
by
1843
SAN FRANCISCO (CPI) -• Leon McBryde traded his white in
OSLO ( UPI)—West German
, John Calcott Horsillustrator
back.
trading
not
t
GO & Garden Spot
and
he's
"The
white
greasepain
for
Chancellor Willy Brandt flew to collar
job with a bright ley, and sold 1,000 copies.
The Lakeland"
Of
Oslo Thursday to receive the ; McBryde, who once had a public relations
The tradition in America of
the Clown" with
1971 Nobel Peace Prize in a &lure, kicked it all over and became "Buttons
in
begun
was
cards
sending
Circus.
ceremony Friday. Brandt, who Ringfing Brothers Barnum and Bailey
Louis Prang pubMcBryde, who was here with the circus during a two-week 1875 when
speaks fluent Norwegian, will
is 6-5 and 240 pounds. That lished the first line of greeting
area,
Francisco
San
in
Bay
the
stand
hold his Nobel lecture at the
Maas.
makes a pretty impressive down when you add large nappy cards in Roxbury,
University of Oslo Saturday on
baggy
and
paint
grease
white
shoes, a red bulbous nose, brilliant
"Peace Policy in Europe." He
down costume.
will be received Thursday at
McBryde is representative of a new generation of pros who are
the royal palace by Crown rejuvenating the mainstay of all good circuses - the clown.
Prince Harald and Crown
Four years ago, he said, there were less than 200 clowns in the
Princess Sonja, who were country."Our profession was dying," he said.
standing in for King (Kay. (Kay
The older clowns began to realise "there was no one to replace
is hospitalized following a them anymore." So, working in conjunction with Ringing
hernia operation.
Brothers, they began teaching their trade at the world's first
clown college, in ViMice, Ha.
who
The college meant new horizons for men like MeBryde,
calling
inner
an
nursed
but
job
was
successful in his
two years ago
to do exactly what he wanted make people laugh.
"I hail security, position, money," he said, "but there is a big
for
difference in doing what I wanted to do and just working
money."
his public
So. at 25, McItryde a 11111.11,1fl
he wanted to give up
1'1•
making a
at
luck
his
try
relations job with a large store and
busines,s out of clowning annend.
the
"Siete." said his wife. Linda-, scornfully," and III ride
elephants."
meant
in bed, looked the
Vady
111•N
11A1111111g she sat upright
ly: "Hey, you're
danxious
it
aspiring Butt'015 in iiii:cevrai
nl
Ralh eol
serbous."Sure I am," Mclimile saiel
off for
Within a few days he 141,1,41 his bags and was
she could
how
asking
kept
She
SE111,111, accompanied liy his %ife.
clown,'
a
is
husband
"my
reply to friends w11%, when infonneirl
lot too.'
retoried 'Nl'alumu% husband clowns around a
she makes all
She has -the,„"adjii•ii-d... \I.-Heyde said. "Now
my CO 1•41111111‘,....
McBryde got new
I hiring his eight weck. ol clown college
all aboyit. The
insight intis what profes-nmal clowning is
, of *thorn
applicants
748
had
a
i
ii
.
i
..w
o.
i
titw
ls
in
5
.
.
1
v
a
1
li
1
11
i::gi
..r
i
u
l
q:
,.... lass
i•lioini
y hie wfist
c tlroartt
Multro 'oil'
'oil', 12 and is n1:-111:elesiP".1.w(e)rer•twheectle5ti o
awarded
,said.
.year,
"littl faces
fin a predessional clown is when
The
light up."
or :I-year-iild. or ;
"Until you've IIHOkf`fl Int., the face of a 2
1411 Olive Blvd.
l'crwe her in
paR.e.
life
hole
w
whose
100-year-tilt1 lativ
f"taml
.
wh.-44.4;,.. a it., —you tiruidd0"11/Y-"'I
what it's all about.- saill Ituthms the clown.

SCOTT DRUG

'Merry Christmas'
2.5 billion times

By %
AP NI
The nu
lights are
may ever
tire conci
Claus ma]
shimmeri
— fibers t

CH.:
WS1L
5:30 LiaL,
9:00 The
10:00 US.
10:30 This
11:00 Be
11:30 Pas
12:00 My
12:30 Mal,
1:00 Newl
130 Datir
2;00 Can.
2:30 One
3:00 Love
3:30 Matii
5:00 Clutc
6:00 Cactu
6:25 Wean.
6:30 Film
7:00 Nam")
7:30 Black
COO NFL I
11:00 News
11:30 Judd
12:00 News

AVIL

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
p.m.
Open 12:00 a.m.

Hospital Report

tkli4k9-64 WAWA Weiaktitit142(14AtU

Ategii

outrigging of the U§S
•ut s sca1,
Constellation flagship of Marylano s 196 year old Navy and a
floating classroom for Baltimore's seagoing poverty program.
The navy was established in 1775 as protection against smugfor
glers and pirates It now helps inner city youths prepare
careers at sea
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Give A Living Gift
SELECTED

LIVE BALLED TREES
SEtECTED
FRESH CUT

SCOTCH PINE

Clown's reward: see
'little faces light up

47
.
U
COOK-A-HEAD SET
CORNING WARE
.4 Petite Pans with covers. 1-21/2
qt. Sauce Pan with lid open stock
price $17.85. Corning Special price
S12.88 our price close-out $9.88

Paris, Tennessee

•Gifts

•Musical Figurines

•Wreaths

•Door Pieces

•Candles

•Tinsels

•Garlands

•Center Pieces

PLANTLAND

Open 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Every Day Until Christmas
NOMPM511,41,1VAIVIII;MItaa0-RIVAPetPlit

Special!

SESS
DREinSSSE

each

$1.19

Mens

PANTS 2/ 1i9

OPEN SUNDAYS

This Offer Good thru Dec. 31st

UNTIL CHRISTMAS

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

1-6:00 p.m.

College Cleaners
Phone 753-3852

1

NANO
LAST
THAT

SLUGG

ME TO
MOVIE
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Here's How

Space Age Technology Reaches Tree Lighting
By N'1‘'IAN BROWN
light passes through the thin
AP Newsfeatures Writer
filaments of plastic optical fiThe newest Christmas tree ber.
lights are space age optics that
"It is space age technology
may eventually change the en- brought into the Christmas
tire concept of lighting. Santa lighting field for the first
Claus may even be fooled by the time," explains Albert V Sashimmering, vari-colored lights dacca II. vice-president of
— fibers that reveal color when Noma. originators of Christmas

tree lights 52 years ago
Light itself is transmitted
along the filament, not electricity, and this makes possible
the insertion of optic fibers into
any tree without danger of electrical shock.
Sadacca became aware of the
many decorative applications

that are possible with the
space-age development and engineers and designers were set
to work on the task of applying
the fiber optic lighting to the
Christmas decoration field.
Their first effort is a small tree
illuminator
Here's how it works:

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Monday
CH. 3
WSII,

• -414
beach
roos but
records

* the rehip as a
istralians'
said: "I
clubs and
est sort of
11 get that
world is
rith everyin them-

CH. 4
WSM

11:30 LaLanne
9:00 The Hour
10:00 USDA
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Password
12:00 My Child.
12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlywede
1:30 Dating
2:00 Gen.
2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am
3:30 Matinee
5:00 Clutch
6:00 Cactus
6:25 Weather
6:30 Film
7:00 Nanny& Prof
7:30 Blackman
11:00 NFL Ftbl
11.00 News
11:30 Judd
12:00 News

CH, 5
WLAC

6:00 Mor.
7:11i2 Today
9:00 Dinah
9:30 Concen
10:00 Sale-Cen
10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 WWW
12:00 Noon
1:00 Our Lives
1:30 Doctors,
2:00 An. World
2:30 Promise
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Virginian
5:00 Mayberry
5:25 Wea Spts
6:30 Dregnet
1:30 Funny Side
830 Hope Special
9:30 Scene
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

iany other
7eased at-

CH. 8
WSIX

CH, 6
WPSD

5:45 Journal
7:00 Today
6:00 News
9:00 Dinah
AM 9:30 Concent
6:30 N'Ville
Korn. 10:00 Sale Cen
7:55 Kitc,
8:00 Kangaroo
10:30 Squares
9:00 Tell-Truth
11:00 Jeopardy
9:30 T or C
11:30 W-W-W
10:00 Fam. Affair 11:55 News
10:30 Love of Life 12:00 News
11:00 Heart Is
12:15 Pastor
11:30 Search
12:30 Romp.
12:00 Singing Con. 12:55 Calendar
12:00
1:00 Lives
12:25 News
'1:30 DoctorS
12:10 World Turns 2:00 World
1:00 Love Is
2 30 Promise
1:30 Guiding Light 3 00 Somerset
2:00 Secret Storm 3 30 Popeye
2:30 Secret Storm 4:00 Gilligan
2:30 Edge of Night 4:30 Dan Boone
Pyle 5:30
3:00 Comer
News
3:30 Gilligan
6:00 News
4:00 Movie
6:30 Gr, Acres
5:25 News
6:30 Mann
Sing. 7:00 Laugh-ln
8:00 Movie
7:00 Gunsmoke
10:00 News
S:00 Lucy
10:30 Tonight
11:30 Doris Day
9:00 3 Sons
9:30 Arnie
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

6 30 McCoys
7:00 Bozo
8:30 Romper
9:00 Lucy
9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Mov.Game
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Flipper
12:00 My Children
12:30 make-Deai
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
2:00 Gen, Hosp.
2:30 One Life
3:00 Password
3:30 Love Am
4:00 Jeannie
4:30 Green Acres
5:00 News
6:30 Movie
5:00 NFL
11:00 News
11:30 News
11:30 Movie

CH. 29
WDXR
10:00 Movie

CH. 12
KFVS
5.45 Sun Sem.
6 15 Break. Show
7 - 00 News
11:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Lucy
9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Fam. Affair
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Where Heart
11:25 News
11:30 Search
Pic.
12:00 Farm
12:05 News
12:20 Weather
12:30 World Turns
1:00 Love
Many
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Sec Storm
2:30 Edge-Night
3:00 Lassie
4:00 Virginian
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Dr. Locke
7:00 Gunsmoke
8:00 Lucy
1:30 Doris Day
9:00 My 3 Sons
9:30 Arnie
10:00 News
10:30 Mery Griffin

11:40 People,
11:50 Sewing
12:00 Gourmet
12:30 3 On A Match
1:80 Movie
2:57 News
300 Movie Game
4.00 Bozo
5:00 Now Expl
5:30 John Ray
5:57 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Creel. Fear
10:30 Movie
,12 00 Sports
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OKA!,WV STVAD
BEAGLE,LETS GET
AT IT AGAIN-

DAY

THIS MORNING WE'LL WORK ON
OUR DUTCH WALTZ
START
IN THE "KILIAN" PO5Masl—

TRE MAN'S RAND 15 FiRAILY
ON THE HIP OF 14I5 PARTNER,
AND 'THE 6IRL PRESSES (-IER
RAND FIRMLY ON I415
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ACT IN TI4E SHOW
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THAT WAY
I DON'T GET
SO mAtvY
WRONG
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-

`0..6kn be used in new wirys.

HE PHANTOM
ARE THEY
ALL CRAZY?

:es

BEATLE BAILEY
I STEPPED ON NIG
PUTT, MESSED UP 1406
RI16, AND TAREW OUT
iVt`i BACK

lristmas

53-3852

NANCY
LAST NIGHT I HAD A DREAM
THAT YOUR BOY FRIEND, ,
J
(-SLUGGO, TOOK
../-•\
ME TO A
MOVIE f..)

ill4.
,
r

TWO - TIMER

IL ABNER
\NE. DON'T MINGLE.'\--..,......

)01,AE MIGHTY
BIG-TOOTH r
:RITTER5 LIVES
N THIS END

0'OUR
CAVE—

SOSHULIN MUCH --X EPT
WHEN AN CRAVES A
ODD COT 0'MEATVICE VERSA"

Licenses
Suggested
For Gifts
Christmas shoppers, looking
for something different for that
person who "has everything",
might do well to drop by their
county clerk's office, Fish and
Wildlife Commissioner Arnold
Mitchell suggested today.
At the clerk's office the shopper
will find licenses which permit
fishing and or hunting for the
entire calendar year 1972 and the
"price is right."
For a Kentucky resident the
hunting license costs but $5.00
and,compared to the hight cost of
meat today, one hunting trip
could well be worth the price in
food value. Likewise, the Kentucky resident fishing license
also costs only $5.00 and, come
springtime or anytime for that
matter, a meal of fresh bass or
bluegill fillets can provide a
welcome change from highpriced steak.
Also available at the clerk's
offices is a combination hunting
and fishing license for $9.00 and,
of course, non-resident licenses
for out-of-state
fritllnds and
relatives.
"All in all, "Mitchell said,
"Kentucky hunting and fishing
licenses are a real bargain and
great 'stocking-stuffers,' too."
DA FOR SOV-PLAN
MOSCOW f UPI)—The Supreme Soviet of the Russian
Federation, largest of the
Soviet Union's 15 republics,
Thursday unanimously approved its 1971-1975 economic
plan,
Tass news agency
said. The current session will
also approve the federation's
1972 budget.
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An illuminator below a tree
projects the light to 60 Individual porn porn sprays. each
made up of 200 hair like strands
that glow with bursts of brilliant pin point light by means of
a colored filter at the light
source One illuminator can
light a seven-foot tree In addition to the unit, there is available a two-foot vinyl tree with
the optic lights built into it If
the tree is taller than seven feet
an additional illuminator is necessary
As with anything new, the
optic tree and illuminator are
bound to raise questions For
example. how can one take care
of it and how should it be
stored^
Because of extreme flexibility, the fibers are supposed
to pose no problem in caring
and storing. But for maximum
longevity, they should not be
folded. They could be damaged
if crushed for any length of
time They should be stored
separately. from other objects
to avoid undue pressure on fiber
strands The light source and
connection point should be
wrapped in a soft supportive
material
Another use of the material is
in a small lamp designed for
year round use Three tiers of
long optic fibers spill out from a
small cylinder to give off color
from the light below
Meanwhile back to the
• Christmas tree lights as we've
known them for half a century.
lf one does use optic lights on a
tree, the tree lights used formerly will still be useful In
addition to Christmas use. indoors at the mantle intertwined
with rope pine or outdoors at
the doorway, lights have become a year-round adornment
The popular miniature white
lights may be laced through
rhododendron, dried flowers
and perhaps even in the skirt of
the lacey buffet table cloth.
While colorful lights were
formerly packed away after
Christmas. the trend to decorator colored bulbs has kept the
lights active all year. Many
people use red, white and blue
strings for patriotic days such
as Decoration Day and Fourth
of July. popular picnic days.
To meet the new trend to allyear-round lighting, there are
lights designed especially for
patio areas in vivid pink, vibrant orange, yellows and blue
lanterns.
People have learned to use
strings of lights to flatter their
homes indoors and outdoors, so
the Christmas tree light strings

PHOTOGS PICKET
ROME (UPI1—News photographers voted Thursday to
boycott the parliamentary session for election of a new
president of Italy because they
oblected to the place they were
allotted in the Parliament hall
The photographers demanded
equal treatment with television
cameramen. They complained
that their allotted gallery was
uncomfortable and had poor
visibility

Officials Lunches Are Cheap
By STEVE GERSTEL
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Federal government executives
are feasting on cut-rate
lunches, sometimes paying less
than one-tenth the cost of the
meal, the General Accounting
Office reported Wednesday. At
one place, free booze is
sometimes featured.
The report, prepared by the
congressional watchdog agency
at the request of Sen. Margaret
Chase Smith, R-Maine, showed
that a number of the executive
lunchrooms
in
government
buildings cater the best food
bargains in the capital.
At the Transportation Department, for example, high-echelon
employes pay an average of
$1.51 for a meal that costs an
average $18105 to prepare and
serve. "And that does not
Include- the cost of space and
utilities," Mrs. Smith said.
As ranking Republican on the
Senate Space Committee, Mrs.
Smith first ordered an investigation of the executive lunchroom of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) which disclosed that
$4.03 lunches were being served
for 45 cents, partly through
illegal purchase of food from
military commissaries.
With that situation halted, she
asked the GAO to conduct
similar surveys at several other
government agencies. The findings:
At the Treasury Department,
executives pay $2.45 for a $14.31
meal; at.the Justice Department, $1.66 buys a $7.10 repast;
at the National Science Foundation, $1.26 buys $3.55 worth of
food and at the Interstate
Commerce Commission, a $3.53
meal can be had for $1.94.
Mrs. Smith said execUtive
diners at the National Science
Foundation on special occasions
are served confiscated liquor
obtained from the Customs

Bureau
"In contrast, she said, "the
Department of Agriculture is a
paragon of virtue.
"Its executive lunchroom gets
its food from the same
cafeteria other employes do,"

she reported. "The only subs!dy
other than space and utilities
for the agriculture executives is
that they pay a service charge
of 25 cents a meal for waitress
service that actually coats 50
cents a meal."
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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SIMULATED DIAMOND JEWELRY

EXPERIENCE THE
RIDE THAT EARNED
MERCURY MONTEGO
THE CAR OF THE
YEAR AWARD!
The first personalwith the
ride of a big car.

size car

Available in nine
beautiful models.
See and drive "The Car
of the Year" today at:

HATCHER AUTO
SALES, Inc.
515 S. 12th Street
Phone 753-4791

-This revolutionary new jewel acknowledged
as the finest diamond substitute goes beyond
mere imitation to capture the fiery, blue-white
brilliance of the true gem. Diamonair simulated
diamonds not only rival the true stone in beauty
but carry, a warranty offered by no other
substitute. They are guaranteed permanently for
replacement against scratching, loss of color
or brilliance under normal wear.
Accept nothing less than the finest. See and
buy Diamonair at:

BETTER IDEAS
MAKE BETTER CARS

From 960 00 per carat
•
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PRONTO FILES
Letter Size

Was
$575

Legal Size-----Liberty Storage Boxes

Now
$375

$450
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Office Supplies
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Holiday wreaths simple to make

South Koreans Are Building
Nation's.First Subway Line

For the first time ever, Murray
State University students will get
a chance to participate in a real
college memory before they're
old enough to have their own.
The memory, a marathon
dance, has been dubbed the
Yuletide Ball by its sponsors, the
WKMS Radio staff and the
broadcasting classes.
Slated for Dec. 18, the action is
set in the Crystal Palace,
otherwise known as the Waterfield Student Union ballroom.
The Midnight Moods Orchestra, a
ten-piece campus group, will
provide the music following the
MSU-Oral Roberts University
basketball game.
Dress will be semi-formal, or
according to one spokesman,

NEW SUBWAY — The construction of South Korea's first subway is under way in the
capital city of Seoul The near six mile line is scheduled to be finished by the end of 1973.
Here, workmen engage in preliminary scaffolding work at one of the construction sites.
SEOUL AP) — Earlyin 1974, Sn.uth Korea will become the second Asian nation, following Japan, to have a
subway running.
A near 6 mile line, the first in
the nation's 10 year subway

construction program, is scheduled to be completed by the end
of 1973 at a cost of about $81 4
million
The first underground train
route will connect the Seoul
central railroad station near
downtown with Chongyang-ni in

i
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Outside Calloway and Adjoining Counties
up to 150 Miles:
One Year $15 75 Six Months $1050
Over 150 Miles From Murray:
One Year $18.90 Six Months $12 60
Note: All prices include Sales Tax.
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the eastern part of the capital.
The overall program calls for
construction of two more lines.
running 22 miles and 13.3 miles.
by the end of 1981
Construction on the first
route began last April with
President Park Chung-Hee
breaking ground for the work

The marathon will begin at 10
p.m. with couples competing in
endurance for a $50 prize. Entrants will be allowed no breaks
between numbers. Space will be
provided for non-participants
who wish to dance, as well as for
observers.
Special permission has been
granted by Lillian Tate, dean of
women, for competing coeds to
be excused from dormitory
hours.

The metropolitan government activated a subway construction office in June last
year. and South Korea formally
asked Japan's help for the program
Japan promised to assist and
sent a technical survey group
which determined the project
to be economically feasible. Japan then agreed. to provide an
$80-million loan for the project
The South Korean government decided on the subway
construction idea after it concluded there was no other
choice in solving Seoul's traffic
problem
The population of the capital.
now 5 5 million, has nearly doubled in the past 10 years and is
expected to reach 7.5 million by
1981 The population of the
greater metropolitan area by
that time would be some 13
million according to experts

The contest is open to the
public. Tickets will be on sale in
the WKMS office, sixth floor of
Fine Arts
the Price Doyle
Center, on Monday or may be
Adpurchased at the door.
mission is 81.50 stag or 82.50 drag.

By AUCE MORRELL
Copley News Service
At our house as at most
others the holiday season is a
special time, and the best part
is planning and making the
decorations. One of the most inexpensive, easiest and prettiest
is a wreath of waxed tissue
paper. I have several stored
that have been used over and
over and still look as good as
new.
You will need one package
10 sheets) of variegated tissue I prefer pink-red or greenyellow for the holidays. One 1)
pound of clear parafin, scissors, ruler, twelve inch styrofoam wreath circle, two (2)
boxes of ladies hair pins ( Fig.
11. green construction paper, or

tars i.;4) inch from fold and
rounding the square edge. Fig.
2.
The next step is to place the
ruler m the fold as in Fig. 2. and

crumple the tissue by pushing
it firmly toward the center, remove from the ruler and set
aside. Continue until all the
rectangular tissue pieces are
pushed together.
Now heat the parafin in a
large container set in boiling
water until melted. Never heat
parafin over an open flame.
When the parafin is ready.
place the hairpin over the
gathered section of tissue,
push up the tissue and hold the
hairpin together. Fig. 3. Dip the

fl e.
G. 1
OLD FASHIONED
PIN
plastic hclly leaves and
poinsettia blossoms.
To begin fold one sheet of tissue short ends.together, cut on
the fold, fold these two sections,
short ends together and cut
again, continue in like manner
until you have cut sections of
tissue seven and one half (71,2)
inches by five (5) inches.
Fold this piece lengthwise
and on the cut edges make four
rounded petal shapes, by cutting down to within three quar-'

waxed flowers in the styrofoarn
wreath close enough together
to hide the styrofoarn. Continue
in this manner until the wreath
is almost full, leaving enough
room for your plastic flower or
leaves. The wreath should now
be about six 6) inches wide.
Leave the back flat if you are
planning to hang on a door or
set on a table.
To make green construction
paper leaves cut about four (4)
inches long in the shape of a
holly leaf Fig. 5 and glue a

I store the wreaths by wrapping in plastic cleaners bags
and placing them in a cool
closet.
These wreaths are excellent
bazaar items and fun for children over 10, a good project for
a group of scouts.
Experiment and have fun.

TOO GOOD AN IDEA
LIVERPOOL, England (UPI)
—Jim Gihnour's decision to use
his private telephone for a free
"Dial-A-Santa" service for handicapped children was too
Office
Post
successful, a
spokesman said.
Within days, he said Gilmour
began receiving more than 1,000
the
calls daily, jamming
exchange and causing delays in
emergency calls.
But the Post Office stopped
it. Children now calling are told
"Father
operator:
by an
piece of wire to the back leav- Christmas' number is not
ing it long enough to insert into official."
styrofoam wreath. Dip this into
the wax and let cool. Add several to your wreath and you NUCLEAR WEAPONS RAN
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Rep.
may also add several miniature Christmas balls for color. Bella Abzug, D-N.Y., Thursday
I have used the plastic introduced a resolution that
poinsettia, pink ones for the red would call on the United States
wreaths and yellow ones for the to declare a moratorium on all
green wreaths. These work nuclear weapons testing.
well when the wreaths hang
She said such a declaration
outdoors in the rain. Fig. 4.
was necessary as a first step
toward a complete test ban
treaty between the United
States and the Soviet Union.8

tissue in the hot parafin, shake
on an old newspaper and let
drip until a litUe canter. I
usually do about ten in the hot
parafin and then insert the

Baking soda applied on a
damp sponge or cloth is the
best arid safest scouring powder
for removing tough stains or
stickiness from plastic food
containers.

.111Iiiit

AUDACIOUS THIEF
ANCHORAGE, Alaska UPI)
--A shoplifter strolled down the
concourse of the Anchorage
International Airport Terminal
Vdnesday, picked up a 56pound, 7-foot totem pole in front
of a gift shop.toted it to a truck
and drove away, police reported.
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Harry Towles
To Retire Soon
Harry Towles, for almost' 25
years director of the Division of
Public Relations with the
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources and editor of the
Ground
Hunting
Happy
magazine, will retire from those
positions as of December 31, 1971.
Towles, who came with
Department when it was a
Division of Game and Fish in
1947, is a native of Lawrenceburg, attended the University
of Kentucky and prior to his
present employment worked on
the Lexington Herald and was
managing editor of the Park City
Daily News, Bowling Green,
from 1937 to 1947.
Innovative features introduced
in the division in more recent
years include a taped radio
program in which more than 50
stations cooperate; movies
featuring fish and wildlife subjects; a taped TV show now
presented on weekends over six
stations; color covers and inside
sections of the magazine; a
pocket digest on hunting and
fishing regulations and a fishing
roundup carried by newspapers
and radio and TV stations.
And what will retirement bring i
for Towles-"A lot of fishing,"1
he hopes.
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The Seoul gpvernment first.

hesitated to take on the project,
because of the enormous cost
involved. -which would force the
rates of the subway system to
go higher than the present inter -city bus fares
Seoul citizens now pay 7-cents
for express bus service and 4
cents for local bus fares. but
city officials fear the subway
fare must be at least about 11
cents to be economically feasible
Despite this factor. the government had to decide on the
project because the streets of
Seoul's business districts. designed half a century ago for a
population of half a million.
could not adequately handle the
soaring vehicle traffic
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HELP WANTED

FOR SALE
ro}i RENT
FOR SALE
FOR RENT
ORDINANCE NUMBER 547, WANTED BABYSITTER for one ONE BOY'S
and one girl's 26" ARC REGISTERED white Toy FURNISHED APARTMENTS, NOW AVAILABLE-n
ew fur.
BEING
AN
ORDINANCE child beginning January 4. 11:30 bicycle, reconditioned.
Poodle, male, 10 weeks old. living room, kitchen, bathroom nished apartment, near campus
FIXING AND DETERMINING to 4:30. Must furnish own tranReasonable. Phone 436-2155. bl1C Phone 753-6015.
D11C with shower and bath. One or two Phone 753-1817 after 5:00p.m.
QUALIFICATIONS
FOR sportation. Phone 753-5977 after
bedrooms. Zunmerman, Apart- D14C
PERSONNEL OF CITY OF 4:30p.m.
D23C LOFTY PILE, free from soil is
ments, South 16th Street, phone
MURRAY FIRE DEPARTthe carpet cleaned with Blue WEIMARANER
PUPPIES, ARC 753-6609.
DI4C
MENT; AND REPEALING ALL
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Lustre. Rent new electric litter. Phone 753-4647.
HELP WANTED
DI1C
ORDINANCES OR PORTIONS
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
$525-1600
OF ORDINANCES IN CONTWO BEDROOM furnished EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
Home of "The Wishing
Monthly starting salary
trailer at University Heights for someone who would like to go
FLICT THEREWITH.
Well."
D11C 12'x60' CAPRICE mobile home,
For two representatives to
Mobile Homes. Carpeted, color in business for himself. Grocery
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
represent
large
three
corc
*
bedrooms, 14 baths, ex- television, electric heat, deposit store with living
COMMON COUNCIL OF CITY
quarters. Has
1 cellent condition. Phone 753poration in Murray area.
4
Country Ham Dinner
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS
and references required. Phone good volume of business, still
Je9
Age
8232.
21
and
over.
D11P
$1.85, Large $2.95
153-5191 days or 753-7358 after growing. Situated in the south
FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
• 1-11-1ALLItiumaxamwma
SECTION I: All individuals' Established residence No
1.00p.m.
TFC part of Graves County. Owner is
overnight travel. Our plan
EIGHT PIECE ladies left hand
' TRIANGLE INN
hereafter employed or releaving the state. For more inincludes group, hospital
golf clubs in red vinyl bag. Used TWO APARTMENTS, furnished
753 4953
employed as members of City of
formation phone Boyd Majors
and
life
only
insurance
twice.
Like new. $70.00. for four boys or four girls. Water Real Estate, Mayfield,
Murray Fire Department shall be
Kentucky
coverage for you and your
Phone 753-7374.
DI1P furnished.
Available
im- 247-7979.
qualified voters of Calloway
-D13C
BE GENTLE, be kind, to that
family, also pension and
mediately. Phone 753-9741. D16C
County, Kentucky; able to read,
expensive carpet,clean with Blue
vacation plan.
write and understand the English
SMALL FARM: good location;
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer,
Must be able to assume
language; be men of sobriety and
THREE
ROOM
furnished business or future investment.
Shop for Christmas
$1. Big K.
responsibilities.
DI1C
integrity; and be orderly, lawapartment with
carpeting, One mile
East Murray, apCONTACT Mr. Smiley,
at The
abiding citizens.
1969 TRIUMPH TlOOR
garbage disposal and lots of proximately 10 acres pasture.
Tuesday, December 14,
SECTION II: All individuals
motorcycle. Good condition,
closets. Can be seen at Owen's Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
1:00 p.m. till 6:00 p.m.,
314 Main Street
employed or re-employed under
modified. $450.00. Phone 753Food Market,1407 West Main.
Cozy older
7 room house,
Holiday Inn, Murray
the terms of Section I hereof shall
DI1C
modern. For appoint:mut call
•in Aurora, Ky.
•
• • -D14C
• 7770.
Kentucky.
become residents of the City of
CHRISTMAS? WHY not a FREE
436-2173.
TFC
ESTIMATE on septic tank Murray
The Lynnville Shoe Store has
prior to the expiration of
Shapemakers Gift Certificate.
EXTRA NICE one bedroom
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC six
(6) months from and after the TEXAS OIL Company has pone it again. They are overPhone 753-2962.
furnished apartment, ti block
D3ONC
date of their employment or re- opening in Murray area. No
from college. Couples only. No
ked with ladies boots. They
necessary.
experience
not
Age
employment.
ve the latest suede granny
pets. Electric heat and air conELEXTROLUX
SALES
&
SerBOOK YOUR HOLIDAY
important. Good character
STOCKING STUFFERS
I is in navy, brown and black.
ditioner. Phone 753-9135 or 753vices,
Box
213,
Murray, Ky., C.M. SECTION III:
PARTY WITH US NOW
must. We train. Air mail A. F. They also have the latest stretch
4478.
DISC
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- A. No person shall be eligible Dickerson, Pres., Southwestern
CANDLES C RINGS
boots. They have the latest
mington, Kentucky.
TFC for employment as a member of Petroleum Corp.,Ft. Worth,
TRIANGLE INN
holiday boot in gold and silver
THREE ROOM unfurnished
Free Gift Wrapping
D11C and the little girl's granny boot in
City of Murray Fire Department Tex.
753 4953
apartment,located 109 North 12th
unless he is at least twenty-one
any color, Lynnville Shoe Store, Open 9 to 5 Weekdays
Street to widowed lady or settled
(21) years of age and less than WANTED: AI, 1 ERNOON dish- Sam Perry owner. Open five days
H & R USED Furniture Store has Are you looking for an
couple. Very reasonable rent to
pen
at
Noon
on
Sunda
thirty-five (35) years of age (save washer from 1:00 p.m. to 8:00 'per week 8:30 till 6:00, Saturday,
got two new loads of old antique original or creative gift
right person. Phone 753-5842 or
and except as provided in p.m. Rudy's Restaurant, 753- 8:30 till 5:00,Sunday 1:00 p.m. dr
By RUDY CERNKOVIC
furniture. Come by and see us or
753-1302.
DlIC
that is really different?
DI1C
1632.
Ftaragraph B of Section III hereof
eall 753-6676 or 753-4716.
UPI Business Writer
6:00.
D11C
D21C MARX ELECTRIC dune buggy,
an(as provided in Section V of
30' x 50' BUILDING with air PITTSBURGH (UPI) -When
rechargeable,
like
new.
Visit
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TOYS 10%

The letter said the money
will go a considerable way
towards providing kokely
uiedicnepd q..
er services to the 7 1/2 million
Pakistan refugees now in the
camps in India
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Two NFL Division Leads Could
Be Clinched With Wins Today

Storm
Leaves
3 Dead

jMental Health Center
{Director Resigns Post

World News In Brief
By Lotted Press International
CALCUTTA, India—An airborne attack was carried out
today by Indian paratroopers
against the East Pakistan
provisional capital of Dacca.
Meantime, the Indian government called upon Pakistani
forces in the East to give up
because "there is no escape."
Military sources in Calcutta
reported that 5,000 paratroopers
strike
the
participated in
against Dacca.

•
wounded Friday night when
British troops fired into a
crowded dance hall. The army
explained the incident by saying
members of the crowd had first
attacked the soldiers.
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HONOLULU—Two merchant
Coach Don Shula and a Baltimore achieved on a Garo hookup by CBS.
By United Press International
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vessels saved 31 survisars from
quarterback he once discarded, Yeprernian field goal.
storm
violent
A
packing
the Houston-McDevitt Clinic,
the Danish freighter Heering
Gary Cuozzo, can determine Shula coached Baltimore for York Jets are favored by six tornadoes and wild winds tore
Inc., Mrs. Harold (Jean) Hurt,
Kirse Friday. The rescue
their Super Bowl future by seven years (1963-19691 and • er New England, Dallas is a through the Southland and
teacher at Robertson Elemensparked the Coast Guard to
their accomplishments today. prior to that was defensive Colt 12-point pick over the New lower Midwest Friday crumtary School, Dr. Ben Humphreys
step up its hunt for their five
Shula directs the Miami back. He returns to his old York Giants, Houstin is one pling homes, smashing trailer
of Murray State University, and
missing comrades and the
Dolphins against his former Maryland stomping grounds over Buffalo, Cincinnati nine houses and playing general
Easley.
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Attorney
Sid
the
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Bob
Griese,
with
Pittsburgh,
against
freighter.
a
Baltimore
Colts,
in
club, the
havoc with power lines.
Retiring directors for the past SAIGON—The U.S. command
bid to clinch the American top passer with a record of 115 one over St. Louis, Green Bay Three persons were killed and
attempts,
year are Mrs. C.C.(Betty ) Lowry said today that an American
four over Chicago, New Orleans
CHICAGO — Three persons
Conference's Eastern Division completions in 212
least 28 were reported
and A.W. Simmons, Jr.
1,816 yards gained, 19 touch- one over Cleveland, San Fran- at
title.
fighter-bomber was shot down were killed and at least 28 were
injured.
The board meets monthly to Friday night by a North reported injured when a great
Cuozzo, a signal caller under down passes and only seven cisco four over Atlanta, San Tornado warnings, a rarity
Diego four over Denver and
has appointed Jolly discuss the needs of the various Vietnamese antiaircraft battery storm packing tornadoes and
board
Shula at Baltimore, gets his interceptions.
The
of December,
over Oakland. for the month
of Paducah as acting centers in the nine county area. firing Russian-constructed mis- savage winds ripped through
first start since Nov. 14 as the
Baltimore's starting quarter- Kansas City four
were issued for nine states Freeman
figure
Rams
Angeles
The
Los
until a new director is These include the J.U. Kevil siles. One of the crewmen was the Southland and the lower
director
Minnesota Vikings take on back will be Johnny Unjtas,
Washington from Arkansas and Mississippi appointed. The Murray-Calloway Mental Health Center, Mayfield, saved and the other is missing. Midwest Friday. Power lines
over
five
Detroit. A loss would end the whom Cuozzo once backed up. by
to Ohio as the storm center
second place L:ios' hopes of Johnny U. directed the Colts to Monday night as Redskin Coach moved rapidly to the north at County Mental Health Center will Community Mental Health Efforts to locate the missing were wrecked by the storms,
wreck
his
tries
to
Allen
George
a psychiatrist from Centers at Murray and Benton, man were being hampered by and homes and trailer houses
catching Minnesota in the wins over Oakland and Buffalo
an average speed of 60 miles an be served by
old team's title chances.
Western State Hospital until a and the center at Fulton.
National Conference's Central in his last two starts.
what the command described were destroyed.
Cleveland is the only team to hour.
ac- Services by the board include as "intensive enemy. antiairnew director is named,
Division.
AFC's It was reported north of the cording to officials of the board. psychiatric nursing services, craft activity in the area."
title—the
If things work out right for Cuozzo seemed to be the clinch a
today
The Mental Health and Mental social work staff members,
Shute and CUOZZO, they'll reach natural choice over Norm Central Division crown. Kansas Great Lakes early
Lee as City is a half-game up on bringing clear and colder Retardation Advisory Board is psychological services, day care
the playoffs and possibly meet Snead and, Bob
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
in New Orleans on Jan. 16 in Minnesota went for at least a Oakland in the AFC West, weather to the region.
composed of four members from centers, and alcoholism and drug —One Roman Catholic civilian
tie that would clinch the DaBas leads Washington by a
with the abuse. A "Driving While In- was killed and six others were
the Super Bowl.
rich supply of each of the nine counties
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
toxicated" School under the
division crown. CUOZZO quarter- half-ghme in the NFC East and Fed by a
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Dr.
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being
the Guff of
minister of the First United
Brock,
Donald
direction
of
The Dolphins carry a slim backed the Vikings in their last Los Angeles carries a half- moisture from
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Calloway
dumped president;
Methodist Church, will speak on
Alcoholism Consultant, started in Sermon Topics, Church
half-game lead over the Colts three meetings with Detroit and game margin over San Francis- Mexico, the storm
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the
heavy
one
of
time.
November
was
each
of
Murray
in
at Baltimore in a nationallj, Minnesota won
co in the Western Division
Of Christ, Are Listed
Mississippi Valley and Oklahoat the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. serthe many services planned by the
televised game (NBC), but are Minnesota is a seven point the NFC.
vices on Sunday, December 12.
ma to the Great Lakes region.
board.
"A Happy Home" will be the
aJeasthe
swami
.repests'sg-7
,
ektdIntlit
More than 11 Ird Pirentslta 1, 1970 to June, 1971, the total Roy Beasley at the 10:40 a.m. will be piresented by the/youth of
-ZO
The-frei-Cci
hit parts of eastern Oklahoma,
will meet Tuesday, December 14, Hospital, Clinic, and Day Care services on Sunday at the the church under the direction of
driving families from their
seven p.m. at the school.
at
interviews by the various centers Seventh and Poplar Church of Ronald Beshear at seven p.m. on
homes and flooding streets.
Sunday.
A program of Christmas music in the area was 11,129, and new Christ.
High winds toppled a tree and songs will be presented by applicants applying for services David Wright will read the
onto a truck near Doniphan, the students, and Santa Claus will during the same period were scripture from Ephe.sians 5:22,
By JOE CARNICELLI
shots and a free throw as LA The
Lakers' record-tying Mo., killing two passengers, a arrive later for the "joy of the 1516. In Calloway County a total 6:4. Prayers will be led by
UPI Sports Writer
outscored Phoenix 15-6 in the performance removed some of man and his wife. At Terre children".
of 66 patients were listed.
Howell Clark and Johnny
The Los Angeles Lakers overtime to win its 26th game the luster from Kareem Jab- Haute, Ind., a 5-year-old girl
All parents and interested
Bohanriqn.
night
that
reports
showed Friday
In 29 outings. The Lakers have bar's finest night as a pro. was killed and her mother and persons are invited to attend.
The six p.m. topic will be Reports of three thefts and one
of their demise have been greatly not lost since Oct. 31 and all
Jabbar scored 55 points—a grandmother were injured when
"Macedonian Call" with the of vandalism have been made to
exaggerated.
•
S
three losses this season came career and club high—as the a tree limb was blown through
scripture from Acts 16:1-10 by D. the Murray Police Department.
The Lakers generally were while star guard,Jerry West Bucks beat the - Boston Celtics'
the windshield of their car. Six
the yen to get out of the fog- E. Yates. James Thurmond and Gary's Food Market at 16th and
written off as too old and too was out with an injury.
120-104. Jabber hit 23 field goals persons were injured in Evansshrouded capital city.
Edward P. Thomas will lead the Main Streets said this morning at
injury-prone before the season
West Defends Lakers
and nine free throws as he ville, Ind., as the winds
Rehnquist,
alseven o'clock that their drink
Opponents
of
prayers.
to make a run at the National Bill Sharman, the Leiters'
boosted the Bucks to a 25-4 unroofed several homes.
though easily defeating by 11 Jim Gough will make the an- machine had been opened by the
Basketball Association title. But coach, did have his fears about
record. Bobby Dandridge added
votes a move to shut off nouncements and Josiah Darnall door being broken, but the thief
have they ever proved their equalling the Bucks mark.
23 points for Milwaukee to Temperatures reached record
or thieves were unable to get to
debate, collapsed from adjourn- swill direct the singing.
wrong^
critics
"When we went into overtime, I offset a 32-point effort by highs for the day in many
the cash.
ment fever and let the issue
They tied a league record was really worried," said
Midwestern
cities
Southern
and
Boston's John Havlicek.
David Hobbs of Hart Hall
come to a vote.
Friday night with their 20th Sharman, in his first year as
flow
in
the
the
warm
air
due to
Fox's 27 Points
confirmation—apDormitory, Murray
State
consecutive victory and they Laker coach. "I figured it was
Elsewhere, Seattle downed Gulf.
University, reported the hub caps
68 to 26—put a fourth.0I d
Rehnquist's
WASHINGTON ( UPI) —Pres- proved
proved they could perform in finally going to happen."
Golden State 105-94, Cincinnati In contrast, Arctic air began
stolen from his 1971 Mustang
ident Nixon apparently has Nixon nominee on the court for
the clutch, rallying in overtime West, who had 28 points,
beat Philadelphia 113-106, Hous- moving in to the Northern
while, it was parked at the Richachieved his stated goal of life and guaranteed that for the
to defeat the Phoenix Suns 126- denounced critics who have
Atlanta
95-81, Plains early today causing the
ton
topped
mond Hall parkiruslot The caps
turning the U.S. Supreme Court foreseeable future his philoso117.
been calling the Lakers an old Chicago whipped Baltimore 118were chrome plated and mug
mercury to plunge below zero from an activist role on social phy of judicial conservatism
The Lakers did manage to team. "One of the things people
102, Portland defeated Buffalo in most of the region. Cold
type. This report was made at 12
will prevail there.
issues to one of restraint.
blow a 14-point lead in the final may have been overlooking is
101-100 and Cleveland edged wave warnings were in effect
noon on Friday.
The court took on a decided
quarter and send the game into the amount of experience we Detroit 112-111.
A few hours later, the-Senate
George Sandman of Hart Hall
overtime but Gail Goodrich, have," said West. "You can't Spencer Haywood and Lanny for portions of the Dakotas and , conservative cast Friday when voted 61 to 36 la sustain Nixon'.
emirnirtis were terixed‘the senate conrirn-ked in a 68 to
eported at 5.30 p.m. Friday that
By AL ROSSITER Jr.
veto of a bill renewing the
who finished with 32 points, win on talent alone. You must Wilkens scored 21 points each travelers'
for the northern intermountain 26 vote after a week of heated
Craig tape player, valued at
UPI Space Writer
scored seven points in the last have some experienced play- as Seattle downed Golden State,
Office of Economic Opportunisnow was falling, debate the appointment of
region
where
.00 was stolen from his 1969
—A
(
UPI)
ORLEANS
NEW
extra
211 minutes of the
ty. The measure carried a
the sixth straight loss for the
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The Western Kentucky Regional 1 Mental Health and Mental
Retardation Advisory Board,
Inc , has accepted the resignation
of Dr Marlow R. Harston, M.D.,
as psychiatrist for the Community Mental Health Center of
Western Kentucky, according to
Dr. Jim Shumacher of Paducah,
president.
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as executive director for the
Mental Health Center serving
nine counties in Western Kenai(
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